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Abstract
This thesis presents computational methods for conducting gait analysis with a side-
view depth sensor. First, a method to segment human body parts in a depth image
is presented. A standard supervised segmentation algorithm is run on a novel graph
representation of the depth image. It is demonstrated that the new graph structure
improves the accuracy of the segmentation. This contribution is intended to allow
fast labelling of depth images for training a human joint predictor. Next, a method
is presented to select accurate 3D positions of human joints from multiple proposals.
These proposals are generated by a predictor from a side-view depth image. Finally,
a gait analysis system is built on the joint selection process. The system calculates
standard parameters used in clinical gait analysis. Walking trials have been measured
concurrently by a pressure-sensitive walkway and a side-view depth sensor. The
estimated gait parameters are validated against the ground truth parameters from
the walkway. As future work, the initial segmentation process could be applied to
multi-view depth images for training a view-invariant joint predictor. The proposed
gait analysis system can then be applied to the predicted joints.
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Gait analysis is the systematic study of how a person walks [1]. Given that
gait impairment is a symptom of many diseases [2], gait analysis is an important
component of clinical diagnosis and assessment.
Techniques for gait analysis can be categorized into two classes: semi-subjective
and objective [3]. Semi-subjective techniques are usually conducted by a clinician
who observes the subject performing a gait related task. For example, the Timed Up
and Go test requires a subject to stand from sitting on a chair, walk a short distance,
then return to sit on the chair [4]. By contrast, objective tests use various devices
to gather quantitative measures of gait. These devices include wearable sensors [5],
pressure-sensitive walkways [6], and vision-based systems [7].
Highly accurate vision-based systems use markers attached to the body. The 3D
position of a marker can be calculated by detecting the same marker with two or
more cameras [8]. However, these systems are often unavailable in clinics due to
their high cost [9], and they require a controlled environment. As an alternative,
markerless systems track the human body in plain clothing. Markerless human body
tracking has been investigated using 2D cameras. Multi-view systems use multiple
cameras to reconstruct a 3D representation of the body [10]. Gait analysis has also
been performed with a single camera, relying on the properties of the gait task and
proportions of the human body [11].
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A depth sensor offers advantages for markerless gait analysis compared to a regular
RGB (colour) camera. The 3D positions of body parts can be obtained with a single
sensor rather than multiple. Collecting depth images instead of RGB also adds a
degree of privacy for in-home gait analysis. In 2009, gait analysis was performed with
a time-of-flight camera (the depth is calculated using the time required by a light
pulse to return to the sensor) [12]. Pose estimation was performed by combining the
depth map with a shape prior to solve a Markov random field. Interest in depth-based
gait analysis has since increased with the release of the Kinect in 2010 [13].
The Kinect is an RGB-D (colour and depth) sensor produced by Microsoft. It
was originally developed for motion-based gaming on the Xbox 360, and was first
released in North America on November 4, 2010 [14]. The depth sensor on the Kinect
v1 consists of an infrared projector and infrared camera, which together produce
a depth image. Microsoft later released the Kinect v2 with a depth sensor based
on time-of-flight technology [15]. The depth image resolutions are 640 × 480 and
512 × 424 for the Kinect v1 and v2, respectively, while v2 features a larger RGB
resolution of 1920×1080. Research has shown that the accuracy of Kinect v1 decreases
exponentially with distance, while the accuracy of v2 remains constant with an offset
of -18 mm [16].
Gait analysis with the Kinect was introduced by Stone and Skubic in 2011 [17],
using two Kinect sensors in a home environment. Gait parameters including stride
length and velocity were approximated by analyzing the centre of mass of the person
in view.
The Kinect Software Development Kit (SDK) for Windows was released on Febru-
ary 1, 2012 [14], providing researchers with a means to directly track a skeleton model
containing individual human joints. Gait analysis with the Kinect SDK became com-
mon [18–24]. However, the SDK is limited to function from a frontal perspective,
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which adds inconvenience to clinical walking trials. A participant must either walk
only towards the camera (as in [22]), or two cameras must be set up at the ends of
the walking mat (as in [23]).
The overarching objective of this thesis is to perform clinical gait analysis with a
side-view depth sensor. We use a Kinect v1 camera is used to capture depth images,
but do not rely on the Kinect SDK. Gait analysis with a side-view Kinect has been
previously explored [25, 26], but the methods do not track individual joints for both
sides of the body (e.g., left and right feet). The tracking algorithm developed in this
thesis results in separate left and right foot positions, allowing for the calculation of
gait parameters using the standard equations of [27].
The presented work builds upon a predictor originally developed for overhead
hand tracking [28], which is based on the original machine learning algorithm for the
Kinect [29]. The predictor has been trained on side-view depth images of a walking
person. It can now output multiple proposals for the 3D positions of individual human
joints from a single depth image. The predictor is trained using raw depth images
and corresponding label images. The pixels of the label images are labelled by body
part, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Example of label image used to train predictor.
The manual labelling of video data is a difficult and time-consuming process.
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For this reason, the thesis first presents a method to fully label human parts in a
depth image, given one seed pixel for each body part. The process of segmenting an
image from seed pixels is referred to supervised segmentation [30]. We introduce a
graph representation of the depth image that improves the accuracy of an established
supervised segmentation algorithm.
The remaining work presents the development of a gait analysis system based on
the joint proposals from the predictor. The predictor was already trained using a col-
lection of manually labelled images, so our segmentation algorithm was not required
for labelling. However, we suggest that future work uses the algorithm to produce
training images from new depth data.
1.2 Thesis Outline and Contributions
The following chapters consist of four manuscripts and a conclusion.
Chapter 2 proposes a graph representation of human depth images with separate
layers for the two arms. We show that human parts are segmented more accurately
using this layered graph compared to a standard graph representation of an image.
The manuscript was published in the peer-reviewed journal Sensors in 2018 [31].
Subjects with multiple sclerosis completed walking trials at The Recovery and
Performance Laboratory of Memorial University. The participants completed mul-
tiple walking passes in both directions along a pressure-sensitive walkway, the Zeno
Walkway. The trials were also recorded by a single Kinect v1 sensor pointed perpen-
dicular to the walkway. Multiple joint proposals were generated on each depth image
in the trials. The following three manuscripts use data from these trials.
Chapter 3 introduces a method to select optimal combinations of joints from the
multiple proposals on an image frame, primarily by representing the proposals as a
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weighted graph and finding shortest paths through the graph. Data from previous
frames are used to select the best joints on the current frame. The manuscript was
accepted as a conference paper at the International Symposium on Visual Computing
in 2016 [32].
Chapter 4 presents the preliminary results of conducting gait analysis with our
system. By estimating accurate human joints based on Chapter 3, four gait parame-
ters were calculated: stride length, step length, stride width, and stride velocity. The
system was run on eight walking trials and validated against the Zeno Walkway. The
manuscript was accepted as a conference paper at the Newfoundland Electrical and
Computer Engineering Conference in 2017 [33].
Chapter 5 presents a method that improves upon both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
While joint proposals are still represented as a weighted graph, the improved method
employs a voting algorithm to select the best two foot positions on each frame using
only spatial data (without previous frames). The feet are later assigned to left and
right sides by estimating the general direction of walking motion. The new method
calculates separate gait parameters for the left and sides of the body, while the pa-
rameters of Chapter 4 were not specific to a side. The new method is also capable of
estimating stance percentage in addition to the parameters of Chapter 4. The system
is tested on the full set of 52 walking trials measured concurrently by a Kinect and
Zeno Walkway. The manuscript has been prepared for submission to a journal.
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of the thesis and suggests ideas for further
extending this research.
In summary, this thesis makes the following contributions:
1. A novel graph representation of a human depth image that improves the super-
vised segmentation of body parts.
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2. A method of selecting accurate human joints from multiple proposals.
3. A method to calculate standard gait parameters from individual body parts
with a side-view depth sensor.
4. Concurrent validation of our gait analysis compared to the Zeno Walkway.
1.3 Co-authorship Statement
I am the principal author of all manuscripts presented in this thesis, as well as the
thesis as a whole. I developed the methods and analyzed the results in all manuscripts.
Dr. Stephen Czarnuch revised all manuscripts and conceptualized the study. Data
from the Zeno Walkway were provided by the Recovery and Performance Laboratory
of Memorial University, under the direction of Dr. Michelle Ploughman. Megan
Kirkland was involved with the collection of data at the Laboratory.
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Chapter 2
Human Part Segmentation in Depth Images with
Annotated Part Positions
Andrew Hynes and Stephen Czarnuch
Abstract
We present a method of segmenting human parts in depth images, when pro-
vided the image positions of the body parts. The goal is to facilitate per-pixel
labelling of large datasets of human images, which are used for training and
testing algorithms for pose estimation and automatic segmentation. A common
technique in image segmentation is to represent an image as a two-dimensional
grid graph, with one node for each pixel and edges between neighbouring pix-
els. We introduce a graph with distinct layers of nodes to model occlusion
of the body by the arms. Once the graph is constructed, the annotated part
positions are used as seeds for a standard interactive segmentation algorithm.
Our method is evaluated on two public datasets containing depth images of
humans from a frontal view. It produces a mean per-class accuracy of 93.55%
on the first dataset, compared to 87.91% (random forest and graph cuts) and
90.31% (random forest and Markov random field). It also achieves a per-class
accuracy of 90.60% on the second dataset. Future work can experiment with
various methods for creating the graph layers to accurately model occlusion.
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2.1 Introduction
Segmenting the parts or limbs of a human body has applications for pose es-
timation [1], robotic assistance [2] and gaming [3]. Recent research on human limb
segmentation has used machine learning techniques to perform per-pixel classification
of RGB (colour) and/or depth images, without any pre-annotation. However, these
methods often require manually segmented images for training and testing. Systems
for pose estimation and recognition also make use of manually segmented images. For
large datasets, the manual annotation of human limbs becomes laborious. This paper
introduces a method for assisting with the semi-supervised segmentation of humans
in depth images. A user specifies one (x, y) position for each body part in a depth
image, and our system classifies each pixel on the body with an appropriate label.
In this problem, we are provided a depth image, a foreground segmentation of the
human figure and a set of image positions for the body parts. The objective is to
assign each pixel in the foreground to a body part. Our approach is to use the part
positions in conjunction with an interactive image segmentation algorithm.
Interactive image segmentation involves an n-dimensional image, which is clas-
sified into k distinct regions. A user specifies seed pixels (or voxels) in regions of
interest that are given a label from one to k. The regions are segmented using the
values of the pixels. In this application, k is the number of body parts, and the pixels
have only depth values.
While interactive segmentation algorithms can segment an image into logical re-
gions, it can be difficult to apply them to human part segmentation, due to the
presence of self-occlusion: when some regions of the body are occluded by others. In
response, we use a graph representation that is designed to handle occlusion. The
assumption is made that the arms are the only regions that can potentially occlude
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other parts. We create a grid graph with one to three layers: representing the base
body, the right arm and the left arm. In this formulation, a single pixel in the image
can be represented by more than one node in the graph. A standard interactive seg-
mentation algorithm can then be applied to this layered graph, resulting in a more
accurate segmentation of human limbs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses recent work towards
human limb segmentation and provides an overview of some standard interactive
image segmentation algorithms. Section 2.3 describes the process of creating a layered
graph representation of a human depth image and determining seed nodes and labels
that are used for interactive segmentation. Section 2.4 presents experimental results
on two public datasets of human depth images [4, 5]. The conclusions are presented
in Section 2.5.
2.2 Related Works
2.2.1 Human Limb Segmentation
Relevant literature commonly refers to segmenting regions of the body as human
limb segmentation. We refer to our system as human part segmentation, to make the
distinction between limbs (e.g., arm) and parts (e.g., shoulder, elbow and hand).
Segmenting human limbs has been applied to single RGB images [6, 7], RGB video
sequences [8] and images combining colour and depth, referred to as RGB-D [2, 9].
It has also been performed on pure depth images and videos [4, 10].
Human limb segmentation from RGB-D data has seen recent application to mo-
bility assistance robots [2]. Using RGB-D images provided by a Kinect camera, the
limbs are segmented with a deep learning approach. The researchers also developed
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a method to abbreviate the manual per-pixel annotation of limbs. By computing
histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features on each image, they were able to
cluster images using pairwise distances in HOG space. One image would be ran-
domly selected from the cluster and manually segmented using an image editing tool.
The segmentation would then be propagated to the other images in the cluster.
The authors in [4] introduced a general method for object segmentation in depth
images and applied this to human limb segmentation. Building on the pose estimation
algorithm developed for the Kinect [11], per-pixel classification was performed with
a learned random forest classifier. The classification was further optimized using
graph cuts and tested on a new dataset of RGB and depth images with per-pixel
segmented limbs. This approach built off their earlier work [12], which performed
limb segmentation with an interacting user, focusing on correcting user inputs using
graph cuts.
The work of [10] involved segmenting parts of the hand in a depth image. Similar
to [4], a random forest was used for the initial per-pixel classification. Instead of graph
cuts, the pixel classification was optimized by partitioning the hand into superpixels
and smoothing with a Markov random field. The method was shown to generalize to
human part segmentation by testing on the dataset from [4].
The algorithms of [2, 4, 10] all required segmented datasets for training. The
intention of our work is to assist with creating these datasets using interactive seg-
mentation. While [12] used an interactive segmentation algorithm for human limbs,
they used a standard grid graph structure to represent the image, and required mul-
tiple seed pixels for each segment. Our main contribution is the proposal of a layered
graph designed to handle occlusion, so that only one seed pixel is required for an
interactive segmentation algorithm.
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2.2.2 Interactive Image Segmentation
The following algorithms were developed for general interactive image segmenta-
tion. They all share the properties of operating on a grid structure, such as a graph
or lattice. The segmentation results depend on user-defined seeds and labels and the
difference in value between pixels in the same local neighbourhood.
Graph Cuts
The original graph cuts algorithm [13] was intended for segmenting an image into
two regions. The grid graph representing pixels is transformed into a flow network
by introducing a source and sink node. Each pixel node has an incoming edge from
the source and an outgoing edge to the sink. Seed pixels are specified as belonging to
either the background or foreground. Foreground seeds are severed from the sink node,
and background seeds are severed from the source. By solving the max-flow/min-
cut problem, a set of edges is found that partitions the graph into two. All pixels
connected to the source are labelled as foreground, and vice versa.
Random Walker
The random walker (RW) algorithm [14] was designed for multi-label image seg-
mentation, rather than only foreground/background. Similar to graph cuts, a grid
graph is used to represent the image. The edges between pixels are weighted from
zero to one, representing the probability that a random walker on the graph will cross
that edge. The weight of an edge u ↔ v is inversely proportional to the difference
between the values of pixels u and v, i.e., a random walker is more likely to cross an
edge between similar pixels. Each seed pixel is given a label from one to k.
The algorithm makes use of an equivalence theorem between random walks on a
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graph and electric potentials in a grid circuit. Each edge in the graph is represented
by a resistance that is the inverse of the edge weight. For each label i, the seed
pixels labelled i are given a unit potential while the other seeds are set to zero. The
resulting potential at each unlabelled pixel u is the probability that a random walker
beginning on u will first reach a seed pixel with label i. Once all k probabilities have
been calculated, the pixel is assigned the label with the highest probability.
By representing the problem as an electric circuit, the image is segmented by
solving a series of linear equations, rather than actually simulating a random walk.
GrowCut
Like the RW algorithm, GrowCut [15] is designed to handle multi-label segmen-
tation. However, it does not use an explicit graph structure to segment the image.
Instead, the image is treated as a cellular automaton, which evolves over time. A
cellular automaton has three basic properties: a non-empty state set S, a local neigh-
bourhood N that defines adjacent pixels and a transition function SN → S that
determines the state set in the subsequent iteration. Seed pixels are labelled from
one to k in the image. At each time step, a transition function is applied to pixels in
the local neighbourhood of the seeds, which allows non-seed pixels to be labelled. The
authors make the analogy of k competing bacteria cultures, which grow from their
seed positions and attempt to claim new pixels as territory. The transition function is
designed so that the competing populations eventually reach a stable configuration,
segmenting the full image.
Our review of related works has shown that while automated human segmentation
systems exist, they still require annotated datasets for training [2, 4, 10]. We aim to
simplify this annotation by applying a standard interactive segmentation algorithm
to a novel graph representation of the human body. Thus, our method is a hybrid
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of manual and automatic annotation, that facilitates the creation of large training
datasets.
GrowCut and RW were both initially considered for this application. RW was
eventually chosen for its speed of computation and tendency to produce smooth
boundaries between regions. As described in the following section, it is used twice:




The depth image is converted into an undirected grid graph, with one node for
each pixel in the foreground. The pixel at row i, column j is connected to its four-
neighbourhood in the image: the pixels at (i, j+ 1), (i, j− 1), (i+ 1, j) and (i− 1, j).
The connection is represented by an edge in the grid graph. For an undirected edge
u↔ v, the weight is:
wuv = exp
(−β(iu − iv)2) (2.1)
where iu denotes the value at pixel u. This is the standard weighting function for
RW [14]. In this case, iu is the depth at pixel u. The parameter β determines the
significance of the difference in depth values. The (iu−iv)2 values are first normalized
across the image, as suggested in [14].
2.3.2 Arm Probability Matrix
We first aim to segment the two arm regions, as we assume these are the regions
that are potentially occluding other parts of the body.
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As described in Section 2.2.2, the RW algorithm produces a probability matrix
for each seed label. The algorithm is first run to obtain a probability matrix for each
arm. The two hand pixels are used as seeds. Running RW using these two seed pixels,
labelled 1 and 2, results in two probability matrices. However, if an arm is in front
of the torso, the probability values can be skewed to be close to either zero or one.
This can be seen in Figure 2.1. The depth difference of the right arm acts as a barrier
to a random walker. As a result, even pixels on the head are given a probability of
nearly one for belonging to the right hand.
To increase the variance in probability values, an extra ‘dummy’ node is added to
the graph. This node is connected to every node in the grid graph by an edge with
a small weight w, as shown in Figure 2.2. A value of w = 1× 10−3 was determined
through experiment. This represents the probability that a random walker will cross
the edge and land on the dummy node. The RW algorithm is run on this new graph
structure using three seed nodes: the two hand nodes and the dummy node, labelled
1 to 3. The output probability values for the hand nodes now have more variance, as
evident in Figure 2.1. The new matrix P for hand X is used to segment arm X (left
or right).
2.3.3 Arm Segmentation
If the arm is occluding the body, there will be a significant difference in depth
between pixels on the arm and neighbouring pixels on the body. This will also be
evident in the probability matrix P found in Section 2.3.2.
The probability values of P are clustered using the mean shift algorithm [16]
with a Gaussian kernel. The advantage of mean shift is its ability to find clusters
without pre-specifying the number of clusters. For efficiency, only a small sample of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: Effect of adding a dummy node. (a) Depth image. The white dots indicate
the annotated hand pixels. (b) Probability values for the right hand, using the two
hand pixels as seeds for the RW algorithm. The values are close to either zero or
one. (c) Probability values after adding a dummy node to the graph. There is now a
greater variance in the values.
Figure 2.2: Diagram of a dummy node being added to the grid graph. Each node
in the grid represents a pixel in the depth image. The dummy node is connected to
each grid node by a single edge (dashed line).
probability values is clustered. After sorting the probabilities, n uniformly-spaced
values are taken from the sorted list and clustered with mean shift, resulting in k
clusters. The value of n can be tuned by the user for their specific dataset. The value
k is determined automatically by mean shift.
A new image Iseg is the result of segmenting the probability matrix with mean
shift. Each pixel in the foreground is assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid
value. Figure 2.3 shows an example of this segmented image.
An iterative process is used to find the arm segment that minimizes a cost function,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.3: Segmenting the arms. (a) Segmented image resulting from clustering
probability values of the right arm with mean shift. (b) Potential arm segment (grey)
and strong gradient pixels (red). While this binary arm segment Bi does not cut
across the gradient, its complement ∼Bi does. This invokes a high cost. (c) Another
potential arm segment. The segment Bi cuts across the gradient, also invoking a high
cost. (d) Final arm segments (the left segment is minuscule). Only the right arm is
valid.
as explained below. Beginning with the segment on Iseg corresponding to the highest
cluster (i.e., the segment containing the hand pixel), segments are added in order
of descending probability. At each iteration i, the full arm segment is the union of
segments in Iseg from one to i.
The image gradient captures information about the local change in pixel val-
ues [17]. It returns an (x, y) vector at each pixel location in an image. Igrad is the
magnitude of the image gradient of the probability matrix P (with all background
pixels of P set to null). An example is shown in Figure 2.3. The highest values in Igrad
occur at sharp differences in pixel probability, corresponding to the depth difference
caused by the arm occluding the body. The cost function for the arm segment uses
this image gradient.
The binary arm segment Bi is eroded with the structuring element for the four-
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neighbourhood.






A new binary image Bunion, i is the union of the eroded Bi and the erosion of its
complement image, i.e., all image pixels not in Bi, including background pixels.
Bunion, i = erosion(Bi) ∪ erosion(∼Bi) (2.3)
The cost of Bi is the mean of gradient values inside Bunion, i.
cost(Bi) = mean(Igrad(Bunion, i)) (2.4)
In essence, an arm segment Bi that is too small will cause ∼Bi to cut across a
strong gradient line, while a Bi that is too large will cut across a strong gradient line
itself. This is evident in Figure 2.3. The segments are eroded to avoid the gradient
values along their perimeters.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the iterative process that segments the
arm. It selects the arm segment that minimizes the cost defined in Equation (2.4).
After the two arm segments have been found, there may be pixels that belong to
both segments. Each of these pixels are assigned to the side with the higher RW
probability.
2.3.4 Validation of Arm Segments
Once the arms have been segmented, they are evaluated for evidence that they
are occluding the body. An occluding arm segment is referred to as valid. In the case
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Algorithm 1 Arm Segmentation
1: Sort values of probability matrix P
2: Select n evenly-spaced samples from sorted list
3: Iseg ← Image segmented by applying mean shift to probability samples
4: Igrad ← Image gradient of P
5: function ArmCost(B, Igrad)
6: E1 ← erosion of binary image B
7: E2 ← erosion of complement image ∼B
8: Eunion ← E1 ∪ E2
9: return mean(Igrad(Eunion))
10: function SegmentArm(Iseg, Igrad)
11: Cmin ← infinity
12: for i in k clusters do
13: Bi ←
⋃
Iseg == {1, ..., i}
14: C ← ArmCost(Bi, Igrad)
15: if C < Cmin then
16: Cmin ← C
17: Barm ← Bi
18: return Barm
that an arm is not occluding the body, there can be an insignificant depth difference
between the body and the arm.
Barm is the arm segment determined from Section 2.3.3. Fother is the rest of the
foreground F , including the other arm.
Fother = F ∩ ∼Barm (2.5)
Binner is the set of pixels in Barm that are in the four-neighbourhood of Fother.
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Similarly, Bouter is the set of pixels in Fother that are in the four-neighbourhood of
Barm. Figure 2.4 shows the inner and outer pixels for the right arm segment.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Relevant binary images. (a) Fother is the set of foreground pixels outside
the arm segment (in this case, the right arm). (b) Binner is the set of pixels inside
the arm and neighbouring Fother. (c) Bouter is the set of pixels inside Fother and
neighbouring the arm.
If the arm is occluding the body, there should be a significant difference between
the depths of pixels in Binner and Bouter, and the outer depths should be greater than
the inner. There should also be a significant probability difference. Let Dinner be the
set of depths of pixels in Binner and Pinner be the set of probabilities. An arm segment
is valid only if it is whole (i.e., only one connected component) and if it meets both
of the following two conditions:
median(Douter)−median(Dinner) ≥ 1 cm (2.7)
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median(Pinner)−median(Pouter) ≥ 1% (2.8)
In the case shown in Figure 2.3, the right arm is valid and the left is not.
2.3.5 Layered Grid Graph
After the arms have been segmented, a new grid graph G is created with one to
three ‘layers’: a base layer GB, a right arm layer GR and a left arm layer GL. Each
layer is a distinct set of nodes. A layer is created for an arm only if the segment was
found to be valid (see Equation (2.7) and Equation (2.8)).
The purpose of this layered graph is to emulate a body with the arms outstretched,
rather than occluding the mid-region. The base layer GB is a grid graph with one
node for every foreground pixel, including the pixels that are in the right or left arm
segments. A pixel inside binary arm segment Barm, X is represented by a node in GB
and a node in GX .
When all three layers are constructed, the graph G has nG nodes.
nG = nF + nR + nL (2.9)
where nF is the number of foreground pixels, nR is the number of pixels in arm
segment Barm,R and nL is the number of pixels in arm segment Barm,L.
In the regions of the arms, nodes in GB are given interpolated depth values,
which are used to compute edge weights. This allows a segmentation algorithm to be
unaffected by the sharp depth difference caused by occluding arms. To interpolate
the depth values, every background (i.e., non-human) pixel is given the same depth,
which is the median of all foreground depths. Then, the arm regions of the base layer
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are filled with inward interpolation. The edges of G are weighted using Equation (2.1).
2.3.6 Connecting Graph Layers
When the graph layers GB, GR and GL are first constructed, there are no edges
between layers. A set of nodes is selected that will connect G to GR and another set
to connect G to GL.
Igrad, inner is the set of gradient values on Binner (from Equation (2.6)).
Igrad, inner = Igrad(Binner) (2.10)
Similar to the clustering in Section 2.3.3, the values of Igrad, inner are clustered with
mean shift. Along the inner pixels of the arm segment, the gradient is lowest where
the arm connects to the body. Bconnect is the set of pixels in Binner corresponding to
the lowest value cluster found by mean shift. These connecting pixels are shown in
Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Pixels on the perimeter of an arm segment and adjacent to the rest of
the foreground (binary image Binner, also shown in Figure 2.4). The pixels used to
connect graph layers (binary image Bconnect) are shown in red.
Each pixel in Bconnect,X has two nodes associated with it: node u in the base graph
GB and node v in the arm graph GX . An edge u ↔ v is inserted with unit weight.
This is repeated for each pixel p ∈ Bconnect,X .
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2.3.7 Assigning Body Parts to Layers
Every annotated part position must be assigned to its correct layer in the graph
G. Each part is initially assumed to belong to the base layer of G. The forearm parts
of arm X (e.g., hand and elbow) are assumed to be the only parts that can occlude
the body; therefore, they are the only candidates for belonging to layer X. If the
segmentation for arm X is valid, the hand of this arm must belong to layer X in the
graph. The elbow is assigned to layer X only if its position is inside the arm segment
Barm, X .
2.3.8 Seed Nodes and Labels
In order to run an interactive segmentation algorithm on the graph, a subset of
nodes must be specified as seeds. The provided body part positions are used as seed
nodes, with labels one to nparts.
More seed nodes can be added by drawing lines between adjacent body parts.
Bresenham’s algorithm [18] is used to find the pixels that constitute a line between
two image positions A and B. This line LAB is now split into LA and LB, i.e., pixels
in LA and LB are given labels A and B, respectively. The user specifies a value r,
which is the ratio of the length of LA to the total length of LAB. This allows the user
to alter the size of the final part segment.
Each pixel in LAB is assigned to a node in the layered graph. The layers for each
body part position have been found by the process described in Section 2.3.7. Each
seed pixel with label i is assigned to the layer of part i. Thus, seed pixels on the
image are converted to seed nodes in the layered graph.
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2.3.9 Final Segmentation
Once the seed nodes and labels have been determined, an interactive image seg-
mentation algorithm can be run on the layered graph G. The RW algorithm is used
for the final segmentation. Every node in the graph is given a label by the algorithm.
The final output image has the same size as the original depth image, and each pixel
in the foreground receives a label. Pixels in arm segment X are represented by a node
in GB and a node in GX . The final label of these pixels is the label of the node in
GX . The label of the other node in GB is ignored.
2.4 Experimental Results
2.4.1 Datasets
Our method is tested on two public datasets of human depth images with seg-
mented parts: “Human Limbs from RGBD data” [4] (see Figure 2.7) and “Human
Depth Images with Body Part Labels” [5] (see Figure 2.8). These are referred to as
Datasets 1 and 2. In both datasets, only the foreground depth values are available.
Dataset 1 includes two actors in three video sessions, performing gestures in front
of a Kinect v1 camera. Only the upper body is shown. The accompanying ground
truth images have seven labels: torso, right/left upper arm, right/left lower arm and
right/left hand. Each frame is a 640×480, 12-bit depth image. The three sessions have
236, 156 and 100 frames, respectively, for a total of 492 frames. Corresponding RGB
images are included in the dataset, but our method is tested only on the depth images.
Our method is tested on one case from Dataset 2: sitting poses viewed from the
front. This set contains nearly 5000 depth images of the full human body. Each frame
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is a 212× 256 image, and 11 body parts are segmented.
2.4.2 Experiment Setup
The RW algorithm is performed using an open source MATLAB program written
by the author of the algorithm [19]. In this implementation, the default value for the
weighting parameter of Equation (2.1) is β = 90. Our method uses this value of β
for the arm segmentation and final segmentation.
Each input body part position is annotated using the ground truth labels of the
test dataset. For each part i, the annotated part position is the foreground pixel
closest to the centroid of all pixels labelled i (the pixel is not required to have truth
label i itself).
To show that our method offers an improvement over generic interactive image
segmentation, the standard RW algorithm is run on all frames with the annotated
part positions as seed pixels, using the same β value.
Dataset 1
Some additional pre-processing is used for this dataset. As an exception to the
annotation rule defined above, the torso pixel is the mean position of the left and
right upper arm pixels, whenever both of these arm parts exist. Some of the depth
images include abnormally high depth values along the outline of the human figure,
interfering with the RW algorithm. Therefore, the depth images are pre-processed to
remove pixels with values greater than 2.5 metres. The same pixels are removed from
the truth images.
Two versions of our method are tested. The first (referred to as ‘our method, no
line’) uses only the seven part positions as seeds for the segmentation. The second
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(referred to as ‘our method, with line’) adds a line of seed pixels between the torso
and the two upper arm positions, as per Section 2.3.8. The ratio r is set to 2/3 for
all frames. This is intended to limit the size of the upper arm segments. An example
is shown in Figure 2.6.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.6: Segmenting with line seed pixels. (a) Ground truth image and part
positions. (b) A line of seed pixels is drawn from the torso to each upper arm position.
The first 2/3 of the line is labelled torso, and the remaining pixels are labelled L/R
upper arm. Each other part i receives a single seed pixel. (c) Final segmentation.
The results of our method are also compared to the best performance of two
algorithms tested on the same dataset [4, 10].
Dataset 2
Because of the relative positions of the ground truth labels for this dataset, it
was decided that adding a line of seed pixels was unnecessary. Thus, only the simple
version of our method is tested on this dataset, using the 11 annotated part positions
as seed pixels.
2.4.3 Evaluation
Two metrics are used to evaluate our method: the per-class accuracy PC and the
Jaccard index JI. These are calculated as described in [20]. The confusion matrix
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C is computed using the ground truth label image and the predicted label image.
Cij is the number of pixels with truth label i and predicted label j. The matrix has
dimensions L× L, where L is the number of labels.
The per-class accuracy for label i is the number of pixels correctly labelled i over
the total number of pixels labelled i. This metric has been previously used to report





The Jaccard index for label i is the number of pixels labelled i in both images over
the number of pixels labelled i in either image, i.e., the intersection over union. This
has been the standard evaluation metric for the PASCAL challenge since 2008 [20],










To evaluate one method against another, the mean PC and JI values are calcu-
lated for each frame and by both methods. Let VA and VB be the mean metric values
for a single frame segmented by methods A and B, respectively. A win for method
A is recorded when VA > VB, a loss when VA < VB and a tie when VA = VB. The




Qualitative results are shown in Figure 2.7. The first column shows the depth
images and annotated part positions, and the second shows the arm segmentations.
The following columns display the three segmentation methods that were tested on
Dataset 1.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.7: Dataset 1 [4]: Qualitative results. (a) Depth image with annotated part
positions. (b) Arm segmentation. (c) Standard RW segmentation. (d) Our method
without line seed pixels. (e) Our method with line seed pixels.
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Table 2.1 shows the mean Jaccard index for each body part. We use the same
abbreviations as [4]: L, left; R, right; U, upper; W, lower. Both versions of our method
have higher overall averages (82.27% and 86.01%) than the standard RW algorithm
(80.31%). Adding a line of seed pixels, as described in Section 2.4.2, results in a
higher average, with the largest gains in the upper arm segments.
Table 2.1: Dataset 1 [4]: Mean Jaccard index in % over all frames. U, upper; W,
lower.
Torso LU arm LW arm L hand RU arm RW arm R hand Average
RW 91.83 60.31 82.31 92.79 60.65 82.48 91.77 80.31
Our method, no line 95.81 65.04 81.85 92.69 66.62 81.63 92.25 82.27
Our method, with line 97.73 74.98 84.81 92.55 75.84 84.11 92.03 86.01
The mean per-class accuracy is shown in Table 2.2. In this case, adding line
seed pixels causes a slight decrease in performance. In terms of the overall average,
both versions of our method outperform the standard RW, as well as the two cited
algorithms.
Table 2.2: Dataset 1 [4]: Mean per-class accuracy in % over all frames.
Torso LU arm LW arm L Hand RU arm RW arm R hand Average
Herna´ndez-Vela et al. [4] 98.44 78.93 84.38 88.32 82.57 88.85 93.86 87.91
Liang et al. [10] 94.10 93.57 90.43 87.31 93.13 87.84 85.79 90.31
RW 92.29 85.06 95.71 96.69 85.65 95.46 95.75 92.37
Our method, no line 96.13 87.46 95.66 96.02 88.59 95.45 95.53 93.55
Our method, with line 98.65 87.67 92.84 95.92 91.40 91.47 95.48 93.35
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the results of pairwise comparisons. The total differential
is the sum of differentials over all frames, i.e., a positive value indicates a net advantage
of using method A over method B. For both metrics, the two versions of our method
outperform the standard RW algorithm. Examining the total differentials, adding line
seeds causes a slight decrease in per-class accuracy (−0.99%), but a large increase in
the Jaccard index (18.40%).
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Table 2.3: Dataset 1 [4]: Pairwise comparison of methods with the Jaccard index. A
win indicates that method A outperformed method B on one frame.
Method A Method B Wins Losses Ties Total Differential (%)
Our method, no line RW 290 165 37 9.67
Our method, with line RW 432 60 0 28.06
Our method, with line Our method, no line 436 55 1 18.40
Table 2.4: Dataset 1 [4]: Pairwise comparison of methods with per-class accuracy.
Method A Method B Wins Losses Ties Total Differential (%)
Our method, no line RW 249 207 36 5.85
Our method, with line RW 229 263 0 4.86
Our method, with line Our method, no line 215 276 1 −0.99
Dataset 2
Qualitative results for Dataset 2 are shown in Figure 2.8. Similar to Figure 2.7,
the first column shows depth images, and the second shows arm segmentations. These
are followed by the results of RW and our method.
Table 2.5 shows the Jaccard index for our method and the standard RW algorithm
on Dataset 2. There is a slight increase in the overall average, from 77.31% to 78.45%.
The per-class results in Table 2.6 also show a slight increase in the overall average,
from 90.31% to 90.60%. The pairwise comparison in Table 2.7 shows that our method
outperforms RW on a majority of frames (3002 wins). While the comparison shows
more losses than wins for the per-class metric, the total differential is still positive,
indicating that the wins were by a greater margin than the losses.
Table 2.5: Dataset 2 [5]: Mean Jaccard index in % over all frames.
Torso Head LU arm RU arm Hip LW arm RW arm LU leg RU leg LW leg RW leg Avg
RW 60.19 89.58 69.50 65.21 56.82 88.71 89.95 79.36 75.56 88.68 86.87 77.31
Our method 64.74 90.98 71.80 67.32 57.06 89.81 90.54 79.28 75.09 89.15 87.20 78.45
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.8: Dataset 2 [5]: Qualitative results. (a) Depth image with annotated part
positions. (b) Arm segmentation. (c) Standard RW segmentation. (d) Our method.
Table 2.6: Dataset 2 [5]: Mean per-class accuracy in % over all frames.
Torso Head LU arm RU arm Hip LW arm RW arm LU leg RU leg LW leg RW leg Avg
RW 60.71 99.42 97.85 96.86 94.35 89.69 90.99 94.79 92.37 89.13 87.20 90.31
Our method 65.59 98.23 97.77 95.79 94.71 90.85 91.82 93.73 91.10 89.53 87.47 90.60
Analysis
As seen in the first and fourth row of Figure 2.7, the RW algorithm greatly fails
when the torso position is located on a hand pixel. This problem is averted by our
method, because the torso seed node is located on the lower graph layer, underneath
the arm. Most of the rows demonstrate that adding a line of seeds reduces the size
of the upper arm segments.
The first two rows of Figure 2.8 are examples of our method outperforming RW,
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Table 2.7: Dataset 2 [5]: Pairwise comparison of methods.
Metric Method A Method B Wins Losses Ties Total Differential (%)
Jaccard Our method RW 3002 1839 83 53.49
Per-class Our method RW 2306 2528 90 12.63
while the third is an example of similar results. The first row performs well because
the right arm is made into a graph layer, separating it from the head. In the RW
figure, the right forearm is incorrectly labelled as the head. In the third row, the seed
pixel for the hip is cut off from the rest of the midsection by the left arm. Our method
allows the segment to spread further because the left arm is made into a graph layer.
Connecting graph layers (Section 2.3.6) allows the final segmentation algorithm
to propagate a label across different layers. The first row of Figure 2.7 shows a right
arm segment that is differently shaped than the final right arm parts. By connecting
the graph layers, the upper arm label (red) can spread into the arm segment, reducing
the size of the lower arm part (green).
Between the two versions of our method tested on Dataset 1, there is a trade-off
between the two evaluation metrics. We hypothesize that adding line seed pixels
greatly increases the Jaccard index because it limits the size of the upper arm seg-
ments. The left and right upper arm values increase from 65.04% and 66.62% to
74.98% and 75.84%, respectively, when the line seeds are added (Table 2.1). Since
the per-class accuracy measures the ratio of pixels correctly labelled i to the total
number of pixels labelled i, an overly large arm segment will still have a high accu-
racy. If the torso pixels are misclassified as upper arm, the per-class accuracy does
not greatly reduce because the torso is so large by comparison. For this reason, we
consider the Jaccard index to be a more discriminative metric and conclude that
adding a line of seed pixels is overall advantageous to our method.
The results indicate that our method offers superior performance to the standard
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RW algorithm. By creating a layered graph structure, there is an increase in both the
Jaccard index and the per-class accuracy. Our method also outperforms two state
of the art algorithms [4, 10] on the same dataset. However, it should be noted that
these other algorithms addressed the more difficult problem of segmentation without
annotated part positions.
2.5 Conclusions
We have presented a graph-based approach to segmenting human parts from depth
images, given the image positions of each part. We propose a layered graph structure
that can handle self-occlusion by the arms. The provided part positions are used to
determine seed nodes and labels for a standard interactive segmentation algorithm.
This work is intended to facilitate the labelling of human segmentation datasets,
which can be used for training and testing new algorithms.
Future work in this area could aim to optimize the two β values for segmentation.
While our method only used the default value of β = 90, two different β values can
be used for segmenting the arms and final parts. Other interactive segmentation
algorithms can be tested on the same layered graph structure, and the full method
can be tested on other types of images, such as RGB or RGB-D. There is also room
for improving the method of segmenting the arms and testing for signs of occlusion.
The main conclusion from this study is that a layered graph representation of an
image can improve the performance of an interactive segmentation algorithm, when
segmenting body parts with a small number of seed pixels. This has been demon-
strated on two depth datasets of humans from a frontal perspective. To encourage
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Chapter 3
Combinatorial Optimization for Human Body
Tracking
Andrew Hynes and Stephen Czarnuch
Abstract
We present a method of improving the accuracy of a 3D human motion
tracker. Beginning with confidence-weighted estimates for the positions of body
parts, we solve the shortest path problem to identify combinations of positions
that fit the rigid lengths of the body. We choose from multiple sets of these
combinations by predicting current positions with kinematics. We also refine
this choice by using the geometry of the optional positions. Our method was
tested on a dataset from an existing motion tracking system, resulting in an
overall increase in the sensitivity and precision of tracking. Notably, the average
sensitivity of the feet rose from 52.6% to 84.8%. When implemented on a 2.9
GHz processor, the system required an average of 3.5 milliseconds per video
frame.
3.1 Introduction
Previous work on computer vision based 3D human motion capture commonly
uses probabilistic methods [1–7] that select body part locations from multiple hy-
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potheses. These methods predict locations of tracking points in three-dimensional
space, with associated confidence estimates for each prediction. The direct outputs
of these motion capture methods are subject to noise and uncertainty as a result of
the probabilistic nature of the hypothesis estimation and the underlying stochasticity
of the methodologies. Methods of raw motion capture data processing generally focus
on two objectives: 1) pose estimation and task identification [8]; and 2) noise reduc-
tion and prediction improvement [9–13]. Our objective is to develop a novel method
of noise reduction and prediction improvement for human tracking.
Methods of noise reduction and prediction improvement generally aim to improve
the underlying raw motion tracking data independent of any tasks or activities beyond
fundamental human motion. Methods such as Kalman filters and wavelet transforms
do not require training data, and incorporate temporal and kinematic information
on each tracked point [9]. However, these methods generally consider each point in-
dependently and do not take into account the physical and kinematic relationship
between the tracked human joints [10]. Training data have also been used to im-
prove tracking data with particular focus on restoring lost tracking points caused by
occlusion or missing markers (in the case of marker-based systems) [11–13]. These
approaches develop motion dictionaries to remove noise and fill in incomplete data,
but again do not utilize the physical and kinematic relationship between points [10].
Recently, these data-driven approaches have begun to incorporate human kinematic
information, but this is still an active and new area of research [10].
We build upon a stochastic, probabilistic body part predictor originally developed
to track the upper body and hands of persons with dementia [1], and recently extended
to track the full-body motion of persons with multiple sclerosis while they walk [14].
The computer vision based predictor provides multiple confidence-weighted estimates
for the 3D location of 11 body parts, for each new frame of video data. The tracked
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body parts are: head, hips, thighs, knees, calves and feet. Data for the system
are captured from a single view with a depth sensor. Each possible position for each
tracked body part is associated with a confidence value. The position with the highest
confidence is not always the correct position of the body part. We hypothesize that
the correct part location is usually available in the set of possible locations. If the
correct position is not available, restoration of the lost point is required.
We show that the true part positions can be more accurately selected by combina-
torial and kinematic techniques, rather than choosing the positions with the highest
confidence. We treat stochastic motion capture estimates as vertices in a graph, and
we solve the shortest path problem to identify valid combinations of these estimates.
Finding the shortest path has been previously used for body tracking in 2D images [15]
to distinguish body parts from the background. We rely on raw tracking data, in this
case from our stochastic motion capture predictor [14], to identify multiple body part
position estimates, and propose a new implementation of the shortest path algorithm
to optimally select from these estimates.
3.2 Methodology
We used a single depth camera to capture 640 × 480 images at ∼30 frames per
second of a person walking across the view of the camera four times (twice to the
right, twice to the left). Each frame of captured data is processed by the body part
predictor [14], which was trained to provide multiple confidence-weighted estimates
of the locations of the 11 body parts during walking. We propose representing these
estimates as two graphs, one for each side of the body. We then solve the shortest
path problem for each graph to select body positions that closely match the expected
lengths of the body (the estimation of these lengths is explained in section 3.2.2). The
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result is a set of shortest paths through each graph. The best path is chosen from these
shortest paths using kinematic data from previous frames. Under certain conditions,
we revise these selections by choosing paths that maximize the area spanned by the
path positions.
3.2.1 Graph representation of the Human Body
In discrete mathematics, a graph is a collection of vertices, with edges that con-
nect them. The graph is weighted when the edges have an associated value or cost
meaningful to the application. The total weight of a path between two vertices is
then the sum of all edge weights along this path.
Due to the high reliability of the original predictions for the head [1], we always
select the head position with the highest confidence for both left and right graphs.
The confidence values of the other part positions are disregarded. We index the set
of body parts (head, hip, thigh, knee, calf, foot) as i, with each part having a set of
vertices j representing the estimated 3D positions for that body part. We denote an
estimated position as parti,j, i ∈ {1, ..., 6}, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}. We define a weighted edge
as a connection between adjacent body parts. The vertices of parti form a complete
bipartite graph with the vertices of parti+1, i.e., every vertex in a row is connected
to every vertex in adjacent rows (Fig. 3.1).
The shortest path problem seeks to minimize the total path weight between two
vertices. In our case, the path begins at the head and ends at the foot. Learned
estimates are computed for the expected length from parti to parti+1 (outlined in
section 3.2.2). We define the edge weight w for a pair of connected vertices as the
square of the difference between the expected length, lˆ, and the actual 3D length
associated with the pair of vertices, l.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Graph representation of part predictions. (a) Sample image frame and
subsequent body part predictions. Predictions are shown for the head and left hip,
knee, and foot (b) Corresponding graph, comprised of the body parts i (rows) and
possible 3D positions j of each part (vertices in a row). The shortest path from the
head to the second foot vertex is shown as the circled vertices and the dashed line.
w = (l − lˆ)2 (3.1)
Using this definition of edge weight, a shortest path is a combination of position
estimates that closely fits the expected lengths of the body.
3.2.2 Shortest Path Algorithm
We aim to move along each graph from head to foot, forming a shortest path to
each foot vertex. One vertex is chosen for each body part, when all six parts are
present in the frame. Since each parti is only connected to parti+1, with no cycles,
our graph representation is a directed acyclic graph, which is topologically sorted.
This allows for the implementation of a shortest path algorithm that runs in linear
time [16] (the pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2 of Chapter 5).
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The total distance of a path is the sum of the weights along the path. The distance
to the head vertex is set to zero, since each path begins at the head. The total distance
to every other vertex is initially assumed to be infinite. The shortest path algorithm
for a topologically sorted, directed acyclic graph can now be executed. For each part
beginning with the head, the distance is calculated between each vertex parti,j and
adjoining vertices parti+1,k. If the current distance to parti+1,k is greater than the
distance to parti,j plus the weight w of the edge from parti,j to parti+1,k, the distance
to parti+1,k is revised to the lower value, and the vertex parti,j is recorded as being
along the shortest path to vertex parti+1,k.
On each frame, when the shortest path algorithm is completed for each side, every
foot vertex has a unique shortest path leading to it. Each path can have a different
total weight, depending on which edges constitute the path.
Learning Body Lengths
In an uninitialized state, we first assume that the length from every parti to parti+1
is zero. We execute the shortest path algorithm for both graphs in a video frame,
finding vertices with the lowest overall path distance. From these selections, we record
the lengths between parti and parti+1. This process is repeated over multiple frames
of data, resulting in a population of lengths for each pair of adjacent body parts.
For a given pair, any lengths outside of the median ± median absolute deviation are
removed. The median of the remaining data replaces the initial estimate for the true
length of the pair. The body length learning process is repeated over this same set of
frames until each pair length converges to a stable value within a tolerance of ±0.1
cm. These become the expected lengths of the person being tracked, which are used
in Equation 3.1. The process of learning body lengths can be computed prior to, or
concurrently with the selection of position estimates.
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3.2.3 Shortest Path Selection
The result of the shortest path algorithm for each graph is a shortest path to
each foot vertex. Out of the multiple shortest paths for each foot, the path with the
smallest total weight (the minimum shortest path) may not necessarily be the best
choice for tracking the body, because some position estimates for the right side of
the body are actually for the left side, and vice versa. The shortest path algorithm
alone cannot distinguish between left and right sides of the body. To counter this, we
employ additional methods to select the optimal shortest path.
Path Selection with Kinematics
We compare the positions of each vertex associated with these paths to positions
predicted by kinematics. At frame f , we use the positions from the previous three
frames to obtain the velocity and acceleration at frame f − 1. This is repeated for
each parti. The velocity and acceleration at frame f − 1 are used to predict the part
position at f .
We now choose the shortest path that most closely fits these kinematic predictions.
We compute the square of the Euclidean distance between a position on a path and
its corresponding kinematic prediction. We then define the total kinematic cost Ckin




‖pkin, i − ppath, i‖2 (3.2)
In Equation 3.2, pkin, i is the position of parti predicted by kinematics, and ppath, i
is the position of parti from the path being considered. Out of the shortest paths
available for each side of the body, we first exclude paths whose total weights are too
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large to be valid. For each side of each new frame, we compute the absolute relative
difference ∆path between the total weight of a given shortest path Wpath and the total





The maximum allowed relative difference is a learned value of 600%. This was
optimized to our ground truth data. Any path with a higher relative difference is
ignored. After excluding invalid paths, the shortest path with the lowest Ckin is
selected.
Path Selection Refinement
In some cases, when the legs cross one another, the combined shortest path algo-
rithm and kinematic path selection still fails to select the optimal body part positions.
Accordingly, a path selection refinement is executed when the two selected feet are
within 10 cm, considering all possible combinations of the left and right side shortest
paths. For a given pair of left and right paths, there is a triangle formed by the
left foot, right foot, and head. We select the pair of shortest paths that maximizes
the area of this triangle. Similar to the kinematic path selection process, we exclude
paths which have a total weight that differs too greatly from that of the minimum
shortest path. In this case, the maximum allowed relative difference is a learned value
of 60%, for both sides of the body.
3.2.4 Classification Accuracy
We use a confusion matrix to assess the performance of our body tracking. For a
given part, we consider the Euclidean distance from the chosen position estimate to
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the corresponding ground truth position. If the truth position is closer to the given
part estimate than to all the other part estimates, then the part is correctly classified.
If the chosen position estimate of a different body part is closer to the truth, the part
has been misclassified. From the confusion matrix, we calculate the sensitivity and
precision for each body part.
3.3 Results
A total of 332 frames of motion data were captured. Of these, there were 282
frames with at least one shortest path computed, as the shortest path algorithm
is only applied when all six body parts are present in the graph. The system was
implemented in MATLAB on a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The combined
shortest path algorithm, kinematic selection and selection refinement required an
average time of 3.5 milliseconds per frame.
3.3.1 Graph Representation of the Human Body
Table 3.1 displays statistics on the graphs constructed over the full image set. The
mean number of vertices is equivalent to the mean number of optional estimates given
for that part position. These values were calculated after excluding frames with no
options present.
3.3.2 Shortest Path Algorithm
There are 282 frames with at least one completed path and 269 frames with at least
one completed path for both sides of the body. The remaining frames were missing
a vertex for at least one body part. A total of 1259 shortest paths are calculated for
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Table 3.1: Mean and maximum number of vertices from the full set of video frames.
Body part
Mean Maximum
Left Right Left Right
Head 1.27 1.27 3 3
Hip 2.05 2.26 9 8
Thigh 1.87 1.77 7 10
Knee 2.37 3.95 10 14
Calf 2.62 2.51 10 8
Foot 2.18 2.03 7 7
this dataset, giving an average of 4.46 paths per frame. The total weight of each path
ranges from 1.73 · 100 to 3.37 · 104 cm2 with an average path weight of 656.3 cm2.
Learning Body Lengths
We show the convergence of the learned body lengths to the ground truth measures
by calculating the absolute relative errors that result by using the first 30, 60, 90, and
120 frames, and using all frames. The averages of these errors over all body parts are
11%, 11%, 8%, 7%, and 6%, respectively.
3.3.3 Shortest Path Selection
Path Selection with Kinematics
This path selection process was used on each frame, for each side of the body. A
shortest path other than the minimum was chosen on 89 frames for the left side, and
86 frames for the right.
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Path Selection Refinement
The path refinement process occurred on 107 frames. On 49 of the 107 frames, the
paths selected by this refinement further reduced the difference between the chosen
position estimates and the ground truth positions. The average absolute error from
the refinement process over the entire dataset is shown in Table 3.2 and compared to
the error of the shortest path algorithm alone and to the kinematic selection. The
absolute error of a body part on a video frame is the Euclidean distance between the
position estimate and its corresponding ground truth position. A visual example of
the refinement process is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Table 3.2: Average absolute error (cm) over the full dataset. This is defined as the










Head 3.28 3.28 3.28
Hip 8.43 8.45 8.46
Thigh 7.37 7.27 7.32
Knee 7.58 7.44 7.15
Calf 9.1 9.42 6.85
Foot 11.24 10.72 6.76
Overall average 7.83 7.76 6.64
3.3.4 Classification Accuracy
The average sensitivity percentages are shown in Table 3.3. The precision per-
centages were similar to the sensitivity, with overall averages of 73.6, 78.2, 78.6, and
83.2 for the original estimates, shortest path only, kinematic selection, and selection
refinement, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Refining the path selection by maximizing area. The white dots show all
position estimates. The white lines represent the chosen positions.
Table 3.3: Average sensitivity percentages over the full dataset. The original esti-











Head 99.4 99.6 99.6 98.3
Hip 73.7 75.9 75.5 72.6
Thigh 74.9 76.5 77.0 76.7
Knee 83.5 79.0 80.2 84.2
Calf 55.1 69.7 68.5 82.5
Foot 52.6 68.6 70.6 84.8
Overall average 73.2 78.2 78.6 83.2
3.4 Discussion
We have proposed a method of optimally selecting positions from the set of esti-
mates generated by a human motion tracking system. Two or three position estimates
are given per body part, on average, with as many as 12-14 in some cases. The esti-
mate with the highest confidence is often not the best estimate, allowing our method
to improve the final prediction. This is evinced by the improvement in the overall
sensitivity and precision of our motion tracker, which increased from 73.2% to 83.2%
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and from 73.6% to 83.2%, respectively.
The use of the shortest path algorithm alone resulted in marked improvement
in part locations. However, the shortest path algorithm cannot directly distinguish
between the left and right legs since its function is to optimize predictions rather than
to make its own. In many (if not all) cases, the predictions for the left body parts
often include the true position of the right parts, and vice versa. This can result
in the shortest path algorithm selecting a highly similar set of points for both legs.
For example, a data frame may correctly identify the legs far apart, as the person
is in mid-stride. In the following frame, the shortest path algorithm may show one
leg abruptly shifted to match the other, when the legs are still actually apart. The
kinematic selection process finds the shortest path which most likely follows from
the previous frame, given the velocity and acceleration of each part at that frame.
On its own, this method reduces the risk of a leg moving too rapidly. However, this
process often results in the legs incorrectly adhering together after they first cross,
giving the impression that the person is not walking, but gliding along with both legs
pointed forwards. The path selection refinement successfully ameliorated this issue
in all frames where this condition was present (as shown in the example in Fig. 3.2).
Critical to this methodology is the automated determination of expected body lengths
on a per-user basis. Our results show that the lengths of the body rapidly converge to
the ground truth values with just a small number of data frames. The error between
the actual and estimated lengths decreases with an increase in the number of data
frames used, at a small cost of processing time. This suggests that the system could
periodically evaluate the learned lengths with new data.
There are two main limitations for this approach to body tracking optimization.
First, being a proof-of-concept study, our sample size is relatively small. Future work
will look to include more motion images from a wider, more diverse range of partici-
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pants and motions. The second is that our dataset is currently restricted to walking
data. An implicit assumption for this application of the shortest path algorithm is
that the head to hip is a rigid link with a constant length. This assumption is useful
for an upright walking pose, but it becomes problematic when the person is bend-
ing their spine, changing the link into a curve. Our data suggests that the shortest
path problem can still be implemented in this case, but more body points would be
needed to maintain accuracy, like the chest, stomach, and shoulders. Our part pre-
dictor currently estimates these and other upper body parts. Future work will look
to implement the proposed algorithm on the upper body as well as the lower body
and head, providing an optimization of the full body tracking data.
3.5 Conclusion
We have presented results suggesting that our method of body tracking optimiza-
tion provides an improvement for a stochastic motion tracker. We first represent the
set of left and right body part predictions as two directed acyclic graphs. We then
optimize part selections via error calculations for learned and expected body lengths,
and revise these selections using kinematics and the geometry of the body. Our re-
sults have demonstrated that this method chooses accurate body part positions from
available options on a small dataset capturing real human motion.
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Chapter 4
Comparing the Gait Analysis of a Kinect System
to the Zeno Walkway: Preliminary Results
Andrew Hynes, Megan C. Kirkland, Michelle Ploughman, and
Stephen Czarnuch
Abstract
Pressure sensitive walkways are a commonly used measuring device for gait
analysis. However, they can be prohibitively expensive for out-of-clinic mea-
surements. An alternative approach to gait analysis is the use of a depth sensing
camera (e.g., the Kinect). Our approach is to collect lower-body gait data using
a single, inexpensive Kinect camera, with a line of sight perpendicular to the
walking path. Participants with MS performed walking passes on a pressure
sensitive walkway and in front of the camera. The following gait metrics were
measured with both systems: step length, stride length, stride width, and stride
velocity. We present the preliminary results of comparing gait metrics, showing
Spearman correlations ranging from 0.857 to 0.976. These preliminary results




Gait analysis is a common clinical practice for tracking disease progression and fa-
cilitating rehabilitation, for a variety of neurological diseases including Parkinson’s [1],
stroke [2], and multiple sclerosis [3–9]. The analysis is often performed by clinicians
using observational tests, such as the Timed Up and Go [10], or with the aid of
pressure sensitive walkways [11]. Because these tests need a certified clinician, they
are less accessible to rural areas. Alternatively, gait analysis has been performed by
computer vision systems, such as depth sensing cameras [7, 12, 13].
Pressure sensitive walkways measure important gait characteristics that a com-
puter vision system is unable to directly evaluate, such as the force of the foot on the
ground. However, both systems can measure spatiotemporal gait characteristics such
as step length and stride velocity. A computer vision system can also supplement
the measurements of the pressure walkway by tracking upper body parts and joint
angles.
The purpose of this study is to compare our developed depth sensor tracking
system to a validated pressure sensitive walkway, the Zeno Walkway, in conjunction
with the ProtoKinetics Movement Analysis Software (PKMAS) [14, 15].
Participants with MS completed four walking passes on the walkway, while being
simultaneously recorded by a Kinect camera from a side view. The native Kinect
software development kit (SDK) is intended to track from a frontal view, as is common
for its original purpose of gaming. Instead of using the SDK, we build upon our
previous work [16–18], which developed an algorithm for tracking bodies from a side




Performing gait analysis with the Kinect camera is an active area of research [3–
7, 9, 13, 19–28]. The Kinect has been used to analyze gait for a number of neurolog-
ical disorders [29, 30], including multiple sclerosis [3, 5–7, 9]. A common technique
is to first track the human skeleton, either using the native software development
kit (SDK) [7, 24], or with novel algorithms [28]. However, gait analysis has been
accomplished without skeleton tracking, by analyzing the motion of the body centre
of mass [20]. The tracking abilities of the Kinect from a non-frontal view have also
been examined, for general tracking [31], and for gait analysis [20, 23, 28, 31].
Gabel et al. [24] measured both stride metrics and arm kinematics. A model for
walking was built using information from wearable sensors. The Kinect SDK was used
to track a virtual skeleton, which was passed into this learned model. Gholami et al. [7]
used the concept of dynamic time warping to develop novel gait metrics. Their study
compared the gait of participants with MS to a healthy control group, and they
developed a distance metric to compare dysfunctional gait to healthy gait.
Several studies have compared the gait analysis of Kinect to previously validated
systems, including marker-based motion tracking [21, 26, 32, 33] and the GAITRite
pressure mat [13, 20, 27]. Cippitelli et al. [23] tracked body joints from a side view,
using a purpose-built algorithm. They obtained an objective score for the Get Up and
Go test, and compared results to a marker-based system. Motiian et al. [27] focused on
gait analysis for children, and compared results to the GAITRite pressure mat. The
Kinect SDK was used to track the skeleton from a frontal view, accompanied by a side
view Kinect for data visualization during the annotation phase. Dolatabadi et al. [13]
tracked the walks of healthy participants with both a GAITRite mat and a frontal
view Kinect using the SDK. They found strong agreement between the two systems
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for a number of spatiotemporal gait parameters.
To our knowledge, gait analysis with the Kinect has not yet been compared to a
Zeno Walkway with the PKMAS software. However, these two systems have been used
in conjunction to provide a non-immersive virtual reality for treadmill training [34].
The comparison with Kinect is valuable as it can provide an open-source alternative
to the proprietary PKMAS software.
4.3 Methodology
Eight walking trials were completed by two participants with MS. Each trial con-
sisted of four passes in front of the camera, two to the left and two to the right.
Data collection occurred at the Recovery and Performance Laboratory, a part of the
Faculty of Medicine at Memorial University. The Kinect tracked 11 separate body
parts: the head, hips, thighs, knees, calves and feet.
Four gait metrics were measured by both the Zeno Walkway and the Kinect: step
length, stride length, stride velocity, and stride width. For our Kinect system, only the
head and foot positions are needed to calculate these gait metrics. However, tracking
the full lower body is instrumental in correctly estimating the foot positions [17, 18].
4.3.1 Stride Detection
During the swing phase of a normal stride, one foot remains planted on the ground,
while the other moves forward. These are the stance foot and swing foot, respectively.
Using the tracked body part positions, the distance between the two feet is
recorded for each frame. An example of the foot distance data can be seen in Fig. 4.1.
There are four main sections of data, showing the different passes in front of the cam-
era. The peaks in the data indicate instances when the feet are furthest apart in a
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stride.
Figure 4.1: Foot to foot distance for each image frame in a walking trial, with detected
peaks marked.
A stride is detected with the following steps:
1. Use a peak detection algorithm to locate the peaks in the foot distance data.
The MATLAB findpeaks function [35] was used for this implementation. The
minimum peak prominence was specified as 75% of the maximum foot distance,
to avoid detecting false peaks.
2. Record the frame numbers of each detected peak.
3. Cluster the peak frame numbers, so that peaks are grouped by walking pass.
4. Examine each pair of consecutive peaks that both occur in the same pass. This
represents a full walking stride. The pair of frame numbers Fi and Ff are later
used to calculate stride velocity.
When a stride is detected, the two peak frames are analyzed to obtain gait metrics.
The distance travelled by the left foot between the two frames is calculated, as well
as for the right. Ideally, one foot will move a relatively long distance while the other
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remains in its place. The foot which travelled a greater distance is labelled as the
swing foot, and the other as the stance foot.
4.3.2 Gait Metrics
Before the gait metrics are calculated, all peak foot positions are projected onto




, where ymin is





. This plane is intended to model the surface of the Zeno
Walkway.
The gait metric calculations were designed to closely match the calculations by
PKMAS, as described in [8]. A diagram of a full stride is shown in Fig. 4.2. The
swing foot moves from its initial position pswing, i to its final position pswing, f . The





































Figure 4.2: Diagram of step length, stride length, and stride width. During a stride,
the stance foot stays stationary while the swing foot moves forward. The labels
assume that the right foot is swinging.
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s = pswing, f − pswing, i (4.1)
The stride length is the distance between the initial and final swing foot positions.
lstride = ||s|| (4.2)
The stance foot position, pstance, is projected onto the line between the two swing
foot positions.
pproj = projs pstance (4.3)
This projected point is used to calculate step length and stride width. A full
stride consists of two step lengths. The first step length is the distance from pswing, i
to pproj, and the second from pproj to pswing, f .
lstep, i = ||pswing, i − pproj||
lstep, f = ||pswing, f − pproj||
(4.4)
The stride width is the distance from the stance foot to its projection along the
swing path.
wstride = ||pstance − pproj|| (4.5)
Finally, the stride velocity is calculated using the positions of the head. phead, i
and phead, f are the head positions at frames Fi and Ff , respectively. Since the frame
rate of the Kinect camera is 30 frames per second, the difference of frame numbers is




(Ff − Fi)/30 (4.6)
where dhead is the distance from phead, i to phead, f .
After gait metrics have been calculated for every detected stride in a trial, outliers
are removed from the dataset of each gait metric. Outliers are defined as values
outside of the median± 2 ·MAD, where MAD is the median absolute deviation [36].
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Relative Error
The mean of the gait metric measurements was calculated for each walking trial.
Table 4.1 shows data from both the Kinect and Zeno systems, as well as the relative
error. The Kinect measurements for step length and stride length were consistently
under the Zeno measurements, resulting in negative relative errors. In general, the
stride velocity has the lowest relative error magnitudes, ranging from 0 %–6 %. There
is a mixture of negative and positive errors. The stride width has the highest overall
relative errors, ranging from 2 %–47 %. For this metric, the Kinect measurements are
consistently above the Zeno measurements.
Table 4.1: Mean gait metrics and relative error for each trial.
Step Length [cm] Stride Length [cm] Stride Velocity [cm/s] Stride Width [cm]
Trial Kinect Zeno Rel. error Kinect Zeno Rel. error Kinect Zeno Rel. error Kinect Zeno Rel. error
1 49.8 55.6 -11% 99.9 112.6 -11% 121.1 120.6 0% 13.6 13.4 2%
2 47.9 53.2 -10% 96.8 108.0 -10% 102.0 103.4 -1% 13.1 11.4 15%
3 44.5 48.9 -9% 89.4 96.9 -8% 94.9 90.9 4% 14.6 11.2 30%
4 48.6 54.2 -10% 97.4 110.1 -12% 107.2 110.8 -3% 12.6 11.1 13%
5 45.3 50.2 -10% 90.5 100.6 -10% 98.1 98.9 -1% 12.1 9.9 23%
6 42.0 46.9 -10% 83.5 94.3 -12% 88.7 94.6 -6% 12.4 9.7 28%
7 56.0 64.1 -13% 114.3 129.0 -11% 124.3 123.8 0% 12.3 8.4 47%
8 57.3 63.6 -10% 115.5 128.0 -10% 116.8 121.8 -4% 11.0 8.1 37%
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4.4.2 Correlation
The Spearman correlation coefficient was used to measure the correlation of the
two systems. The coefficient, also referred to as Spearman’s rho, has been previously
used for assessing gait analysis with Kinect [5, 30]. It does not require that the
variables are normally distributed, and it is more robust to outliers than the Pearson
coefficient [37].
Table 4.2 shows the Spearman coefficient for each gait metric. The Kinect mea-
surements of step length, stride length and stride velocity are all strongly correlated
with the Zeno measurements, having coefficients > 0.95.







Bland-Altman analysis [38] is a common method in medical statistics for assessing
the agreement between two systems of measurement. It has been used for concurrent
validity studies with the Kinect [13, 25, 33].
In a Bland-Altman plot, the difference between two measurements is plotted
against the mean of the two measurements. Bland and Altman recommended that
95% of the data should lie within the lower and upper limits of agreement, which are
defined as ±1.96 standard deviations from the mean difference. The differences can
also be displayed as percentages of the mean values, so that they are proportional
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to the magnitude of the data [39]. This is useful for comparing limits of agreement
between metrics with different magnitudes, such as stride velocity and stride width.
Fig. 4.3 shows the Bland-Altman plot for stride velocity, with differences expressed
as percentages.
Figure 4.3: Bland-Altman plot for stride velocity.
Table 4.3 shows the results of Bland-Altman analysis for each gait metric. The
bias is the mean of differences between measurements. This bias is visible in Fig. 4.4.
The Kinect measurements of step length have a clear negative bias, while the stride
velocity is essentially unbiased.
Although the stride velocity has the lowest absolute bias, the step and stride
lengths have narrower limits of agreement. A narrow range between the limits indi-
cates strong agreement.
4.5 Discussion
The results indicate that the Kinect measurements of stride velocity are highly
similar to the Zeno Walkway measurements, with low relative error, low bias and a
narrow limit of agreement. The step length and stride length have high correlations,
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Table 4.3: Bland-Altman results as percentage.
Limits of agreement (%)
Bias (%) Lower Upper Range
Step Length [cm] -10.9 -13.1 -8.6 4.4
Stride Length [cm] -11.0 -13.8 -8.2 5.6
Stride Velocity [cm/s] -1.4 -7.9 5.1 13.0
Stride Width [cm] 21.1 -1.3 43.4 44.7
(a) Step length (b) Stride velocity
Figure 4.4: Mean gait metrics of the Kinect plotted against the Zeno Walkway. The
line of equality shows the ideal placement of the points.
but there is a significant negative bias. If the source of this bias is identified and
corrected, the step and stride length could be in even stronger agreement than stride
velocity. The stride width metric has the least agreement between systems.
The effectiveness of this approach to gait analysis relies on correctly detecting
strides from peaks in the foot distance data. During a walking pass, some image
frames may only contain noise. These are deleted by our system, making them blank.
Because of this, the number of walking passes cannot be determined by simply count-
ing the blocks of uninterrupted frames. Instead, the peak frame numbers are clustered,
so that the peaks are correctly grouped by walking pass. If the number of walking
passes is known beforehand, then k-means clustering is sufficient for this purpose,
where k is the number of passes in front of the camera. If the number of passes is un-
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known or variable, the mean shift clustering algorithm is suitable, as it automatically
determines the number of clusters.
4.6 Limitations and Future Work
As shown in the results, the Kinect camera system measures step and stride length
with a negative bias. The cause of this bias will be addressed for future publications.
Furthermore, the stride width calculation will be inspected and possibly revised to
achieve a better agreement with the Zeno Walkway.
The Zeno Walkway measures gait metrics for the left and right sides, and for each
individual stride. Future work could examine the agreement of the Kinect with these
measurements.
The trials that were measured at the Recovery and Performance Laboratory by
the Kinect and Zeno Walkway involved a variety of walking conditions. Specifically,
participants either walked normally, or were asked to engage in a cognitively challeng-
ing task while walking (dual-tasking). These different types of walks will be analyzed
separately in further work.
4.7 Conclusion
Participants with MS completed walking trials on a pressure sensitive walkway
designed for gait analysis, the Zeno Walkway. They were simultaneously recorded by
a Kinect camera from a side view. The PKMAS software was used to calculate gait
metrics from the walkway measurements.
Four gait metrics were measured by the Kinect camera and the Zeno Walkway:
step length, stride length, stride width, and stride velocity. The measurements from
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the first 8 walking trials have been presented, and the two systems have been com-
pared. Strong agreement was found between the two systems with stride velocity,
and medium to strong agreement with other gait metrics.
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Chapter 5
Gait Analysis with a Side-View Depth Sensor via
Optimal Selection of Human Joint Proposals
Andrew Hynes, Stephen Czarnuch, Megan C. Kirkland, and Michelle
Ploughman
Abstract
Objective: We propose a method for calculating standard gait parameters
from individual joints with a side-view depth sensor. Methods: Clinical walking
trials were measured concurrently by a side-view Kinect and a pressure-sensitive
walkway, the Zeno Walkway. Multiple joint proposals were generated from
depth images by a stochastic predictor based on the Kinect algorithm. The
proposals are represented as vertices in a weighted graph, where the weights
depend on the expected and measured lengths between body parts. A shortest
path through the graph is a set of joints from head to foot. Accurate foot po-
sitions are selected by comparing pairs of shortest paths. Stance phases of the
feet are detected by examining the motion of the feet over time. The stance
phases are used to calculate five gait parameters: stride length, step length,
stride width, stride velocity, and stance percentage. Results: Gait parameters
from 52 trials were compared to the ground truth using Bland-Altman analysis
and intraclass correlation coefficients. The large spatial parameters had the
strongest agreement with the walkway (ICC(2, 1) = 0.991 and 0.985 for stride
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and step length, respectively). Conclusion: Clinical gait parameters can be
accurately measured from individual foot positions without the need for frontal
tracking with the Kinect. Significance: The presented system directly calcu-
lates gait parameters from individual foot positions while previous side-view
systems rely on indirect measures.
5.1 Introduction
The analysis of human gait is an important component of treating walking disor-
ders [1], which arise from neurological diseases including cerebral palsy [2] and mul-
tiple sclerosis (MS) [3–6]. Clinical gait analysis is commonly performed with timed
walking tests [7, 8]. For a deeper analysis, quantitative gait measures can be obtained
using pressure-sensitive walkways such as GAITRite [5] or the Zeno Walkway [9]. By
recording the positions of feet over time, pressure walkways can be used to calculate
spatial and temporal gait parameters. They can also measure kinetic properties such
as the centre of pressure of the foot. However, walkways are unable to directly mea-
sure the kinematics of body parts other than the feet. Full-body gait analysis has
been performed using sensors attached to the body [10–12], or by tracking markers
on the body with a motion capture system [13].
Human pose estimation from depth sensors has seen large advances in recent years,
notably with the release of the Microsoft Kinect [14]. A large volume of research has
now investigated the Kinect as a device for gait analysis [13, 15–23]. The advantages
of gait analysis with a depth sensor include the abilities for long-term monitoring in
a home setting [16] and tracking the full body at a low cost without wearable sensors
or markers.
Gait analysis with the Kinect is often conducted using the Kinect Software De-
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velopment Kit (SDK) to process the depth images captured by the camera [15, 18–
21, 23, 24]. The SDK outputs a skeleton model of the human body with 20 joints
at 30 frames per second [15]. Behrens et al. introduced a computerized measure for
gait analysis in persons with MS, the Short Maximum Speed Walk (SMSW) test [24].
The parameters of SMSW were calculated using the positions of the hip-centre joint
extracted from the SDK. This new test was found to be correlated with established
clinical measures including the Timed 25-Foot Walk. Gabel et al. derived a feature
vector from multiple consecutive frames of skeleton data from the SDK [15]. A re-
gression model used this vector to predict stride durations and arm angular velocities,
which were validated against ground truth data from wearable sensors. Gait param-
eters have been measured concurrently with the Kinect SDK and the GAITRite mat
in both children [21] and healthy adults [17, 23].
The Kinect SDK is intended to track the human skeleton from a frontal perspec-
tive [22], which can be inconvenient in a clinical setting. In [23], a Kinect camera was
placed at each end of a GAITRite mat so the subject would be tracked from a frontal
perspective while walking in either direction on the mat. Participants in [21] walked
in only one direction on the GAITRite (towards a Kinect camera at the end of the
mat). A second side-view camera captured depth images for assisting with manual
annotation.
In response to the limitations of the SDK, gait analysis with a non-frontal Kinect
has been explored. Cippitelli et al. presented an algorithm for a side-view Kinect that
functions without machine learning [22]. However, a calibration step was required in
which the subject faces the sensor with outstretched arms. The lengths between
adjacent body joints were calculated from this calibration image. The system tracked
six joints visible on one side of the body, in order to produce an objective score
for the Get Up and Go Test (GUGT), which involves standing from an arm-less
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chair and beginning to walk. While the six joints were sufficient for GUGT, spatial
gait parameters such as stride length require separate foot positions to be measured
directly. Baldewijns et al. used the SDK to extract the binary image of the person
from a side view, but not to track the full skeleton model [17]. Step length and step
time were then calculated indirectly by analyzing the centre of mass of the binary
image. Stone and Skubic [16] performed continuous and long term monitoring of older
adults with an environmentally mounted Kinect in their apartments. A probabilistic
model was used to estimate gait parameters rather than tracking a skeleton, limiting
the applicability of this approach to clinical gait assessment.
The tracking ability of the Kinect SDK is rooted in a machine learning algorithm
developed by Shotton et al. [25]. Given a single depth image, the trained system
produces multiple proposals for the 3D positions of human joints. Each joint pro-
posal is associated with a confidence value indicating the likelihood that the position
is correct. The different human joints are identified independently (i.e., without
information from other image frames or the kinematic constraints of the body). Un-
fortunately, the process from the joint proposals to the final smooth tracking of the
human skeleton is a proprietary and unpublished algorithm [26].
We use a predictor first developed for overhead hand tracking [27] which is based
on the algorithm of Shotton et al. The predictor has now been trained to output
multiple joint proposals from side-view depth images of the human body. However,
inaccurate proposals can be generated due to the stochastic nature of the predictor,
by mistaking one body part for another, or by detecting noise in the background.
Therefore, we first present a method to select accurate joints from the proposals.
The problem of optimally selecting from multiple human joint proposals has also
been applied to pose estimation in RGB videos [28] and multi-person pose estimation
in RGB images [29].
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We present three main contributions:
1. A method to select accurate head and foot positions from multiple joint pro-
posals. After estimating the fixed lengths of links between body parts, the best
head and foot positions are selected on a per-frame basis. The feet are then
assigned to left and right sides based on the direction of walking motion.
2. A method to calculate standard spatiotemporal gait parameters from the se-
lected positions.
3. A concurrent validation with the Zeno Walkway.
Our system is tested on a dataset of 52 walking trials recorded at the Recovery
and Performance Laboratory of Memorial University. The study was approved by the
Health Research Ethics Board of Newfoundland and Labrador. Participants with MS
were measured concurrently by a Zeno Walkway and a Kinect v1 camera from a side
view. Each trial consists of multiple passes across the walkway in both directions.
Gait parameters were calculated from the Zeno Walkway data by the Protokinet-
ics Movement Analysis Software (PKMAS), which uses calculations as defined by
Huxham et al. [30].
The depth images of two extra walking trials have been manually labelled to
provide ground truth positions of body parts. The first section of our method is tested
by comparing the selected positions to the ground truth, and the second section is
tested by comparing our gait parameters to those calculated by PKMAS.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the method to select
accurate head and foot positions from multiple proposals and to assign left/right
sides to the feet. Section 5.3 presents the method to calculate spatiotemporal gait
parameters from these positions. Section 5.4 reports the results of both sections of
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our method. We discuss various aspects of our approach in Section 5.5 and conclude
in Section 5.6.
5.2 Pose Estimation
Given a single depth image, the predictor introduced in [27] outputs multiple
proposals for various body parts. While separate proposals are generated for left and
right parts, we group the proposals by part type, removing the left/right distinction.
This is intended to avoid situations when the predictor only generates left proposals
for a right part, or vice versa.
Let P be the set of all joint proposals on one frame captured by the depth sensor.
These proposals are positions in 3D space. P is partitioned into subsets representing
body part types. We utilize six part types: head, hip, thigh, knee, calf, and foot.
Figure 5.1 shows a two-dimensional view of the positions in P labelled by part type.
Our method is based on the assumption that the links between consecutive pairs
of parts (head to hip, hip to thigh, etc.) have fixed lengths [31]. These lengths
are first estimated for the walking trial. Then, the joint proposals of each frame
are represented as a weighted graph, with edge weights dependent on the difference
between the expected lengths for the trial and the measured lengths on the frame. A
shortest path from head to foot in this graph finds a set of body parts with lengths
similar to the expected lengths.
5.2.1 Length Estimation
The part types are indexed in order from head to foot. For a given walking trial, a
fixed length is estimated between each consecutive pair of part types. A frame in the








Figure 5.1: Example of joint proposals generated on a depth frame.
On each of these frames, the distance is measured between each proposal of type t
and each proposal of type t+ 1.
We assume that the measured distances between consecutive parts fall into two
major categories: those between proposals on the same side of the body and those
between proposals on opposite sides. The distances in the former category are ex-
pected to be shorter than those in the latter, especially if the legs are at full stride.
Therefore, the length estimate on one frame is calculated as the median of the lower
half of the measured distances, also known as the first quartile. However, this group-
ing does not apply to the distances from head to hip, so the length is estimated as
the median of the distances rather than the first quartile.
Once a length has been estimated for each frame, the final estimate for the trial
is the median of all frame estimates.
5.2.2 Graph Representation
The joint proposals of P are represented as the vertices of a weighted graph G.
The vertices of part type t form a complete bipartite graph with the vertices of part
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type t+ 1 (i.e., there is an edge between each vertex of type t and each vertex of type
t + 1, and no edges between vertices of the same type [32]). The edges are directed







Figure 5.2: Graph representation of joint proposals. Each proposal is represented by
one vertex in the graph. The red vertices and edges show a possible shortest path
from head to foot. The path consists of one proposal for each part type.
Each proposal i has a 3D position pi and a part type ti. The measured length lij
between two proposals i and j is
lij = ‖pi − pj‖ (5.1)
If tj = ti + 1, then proposals i and j are connected by a directed edge i→ j in G,
and there is an expected length ltitj between parts of type ti and parts of type tj. As








After the weighted graph G has been constructed, an algorithm is run to find the
shortest path to each vertex representing a foot proposal. A shortest path between
two vertices u and v is a path along the edges from u to v with the lowest possible
sum of edge weights [33]. Figure 5.2 shows a possible shortest path in G from head
to foot.
Since each edge in G is directed from a vertex of part type t to one of type t+ 1,
there are no paths in the graph that can begin and end on the same vertex. Thus, G is
classified as a directed acyclic graph. The shortest path algorithm for a single-source
directed acyclic graph can be found in [33]. The vertices of the graph must be in
topological order before the algorithm is run. A topological ordering is a sequence
of vertices such that for each edge u → v, u appears before v in the ordering. A
topological ordering for G is obtained by listing the vertices of each part type in
order from head to foot.
In a single-source shortest path problem, all paths must begin from the same
vertex, the source. G can be represented as a single-source graph by adding one
source vertex, connected to each head vertex by a directed edge with zero weight.
Thus, the shortest path to each head vertex is zero.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the shortest path algorithm that is used on G. It returns
two variables prev and dist, each being an array with |P| elements. The element
prev[i] is the vertex previous to vertex i in the shortest path to i, and dist[i] is the
total distance (sum of edge weights) of the shortest path to i.
The algorithm begins by assuming dist[i] is zero for the head vertices and infinite
for the others. For each vertex u taken in topological order, each vertex v adjacent
to u is considered. If dist[u] plus the weight wuv is less than dist[v], then u is set as
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Algorithm 2 Shortest Paths on the Directed Acyclic Graph G
Input: G Graph representation of joint proposals
Output: dist Total distances of the shortest paths
prev Previous vertices on the shortest paths
1: function ShortestPaths(G)
2: for each vertex v ∈ G do
3: prev[v]← null




8: for each vertex u ∈ G do
9: for each vertex v adjacent to u do
10: alternative← dist[u] + wuv
11: if alternative < dist[v] then
12: dist[v]← alternative
13: prev[v]← u
14: return dist, prev
the previous vertex to v, and the distance to v is reduced to the lower value. After
the algorithm terminates, the shortest path to each vertex can be found by tracing
back the vertices in prev.
While Algorithm 2 finds a shortest path to every vertex in G, the term ‘shortest
path’ will refer only to a path ending on a foot vertex for the remainder of the paper.
The structure of G guarantees that such a path consists of exactly one vertex for each
part type, as demonstrated in Figure 5.2.
5.2.4 Foot Selection
There are nfoot proposals for foot positions in a frame. From these, two must
be selected as the best estimates for the actual feet of the walking person. This is
achieved by comparing all possible pairs of shortest paths to the foot vertices. For







A subset of proposals, Ppaths, is taken from the set of all joint proposals P . A
proposal is in Ppaths if it is included in any of the shortest paths. Many noisy joint








Figure 5.3: Removing noisy joint proposals. (a) P , the set of all joint proposals on a
frame. (b) Ppaths, a subset of P . A proposal is in Ppaths if it is included in any of the
shortest paths to the feet.
Scores are now assigned to links between proposals in Ppaths. A score Sij exists
between two proposals i and j if both of the following conditions are true:
1. There is a fixed length between the part types ti and tj.
2. Proposals i and j are on the same shortest path.
The score is calculated with a simple quadratic function.
Sij = −(x− 1)2 + 1 (5.3)
where x is the ratio between the measured length lij and expected length ltitj . The






The links between consecutive body parts are the only links represented by edges
in G. However, there are additional links of fixed length between the lower body parts:
hip to knee, and knee to foot. The expected length from hip to knee is calculated as
the sum of the expected lengths from hip to thigh and thigh to knee, since all three
parts should lie in a straight line. The same applies to the knee, calf, and foot. Scores
are assigned to the links between consecutive parts as well as these additional links.
Like the edge weight wij in G, the score Sij is dependent on the expected and
measured lengths between joint proposals i and j. While wij is restricted to non-
negative values (a consequence of Equation (5.2)), Sij can be positive or negative.
The highest possible score is one, which occurs when the measured length is equal
to the expected length. When the ratio of the lengths is greater than two, the score











Figure 5.4: Plot of the score function defined in Equation (5.3). The scores are
restricted to the right side of the dashed vertical line x = 1.
Once the scores have been assigned, all possible pairs of shortest paths are com-
pared. Algorithm 3 summarizes the process to select the best pair of shortest paths.
Ppair is the set of positions included in a pair of paths. A sphere of radius r is cen-
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Algorithm 3 Foot Selection
Input: pairs All pairs of shortest paths
radii Array of radii for the spheres
Ppaths Set of proposals along the paths
S Scores of links between proposals
Output: pairbest Best pair of shortest paths
1: function SelectBestPair(pairs, radii, Ppaths, S)
2: np ← number of pairs
3: votes← array of np zeros
4: for r ∈ radii do
5: scores← array of np zeros
6: for pair ∈ pairs do
7: Ppair ← Set of positions in pair
8: Vspheres ← combined volume of spheres
centred on positions in Ppair
9: stotal ← 0
10: for pi ∈ Ppaths do
11: for pj ∈ Ppaths do
12: if pi and pj are both in Vspheres then
13: stotal ← stotal + Sij
14: scores[pair]← stotal
15: winnersr ← all pairs with a score equal to
max (scores) for radius r
16: votes(winnersr)← votes(winnersr) + 1
17: pairbest ← pairs[argmax(votes)]
18: return pairbest
tred on each position in Ppair. If positions pi and pj from Ppaths both lie inside the
combined volume of spheres, the score Sij is added to the total score for the pair of
paths (note that Sij = 0 unless pi and pj are on the same path). Figure 5.5 shows the
spheres of one radius on different pairs of paths, and the links with non-zero scores
that are included by these spheres.
After a total score has been calculated for each pair, a vote is given to the pair
with the highest score. In the case of a tie, a vote is given to each pair tied for the









Figure 5.5: Comparing pairs of shortest paths. The visible points constitute Ppaths, a
subset of P (see Figure 5.3). A sphere of radius r is centred on each joint proposal in
the two paths. The lines between points indicate links with non-zero scores, ranging
from negative (blue) to positive (red). (a) The two paths end on nearby foot positions.
Several links with good scores (from the other leg) are missed by the spheres. (b) One
path ends on an incorrect (noisy) foot position. The links to this foot have negative
scores, reducing the total score of the pair. (c) The spheres include links with good
scores from both sides of the body. This pair of paths has the highest total score for
radius r.
the pairs are accumulated.
When the votes have been counted over a range of radii, the pair with the most
number of votes is selected. The two foot positions from this pair are deemed to be
the best estimates for the actual feet on the frame.
5.2.5 Head Selection
When a frame includes multiple proposals for the head position, the two shortest
paths selected in Section 5.2.4 could include two different head proposals. When this
occurs, the path with the lower total weight defines the selected head position.
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5.2.6 Side Assignment
Two foot positions have now been selected on each frame in a walking trial: pfoot,1
and pfoot,2. These must now be correctly labelled as the left and right foot.
Walking Passes
The trials captured by the Kinect have a varying number of walking passes across
the Zeno Walkway. For each pass, the participant would enter the field of view, walk
across the walkway, and exit the field of view on the opposite side. This process
ensured a number of empty frames between each pass. To identify the passes, the
numbers of the non-empty frames in a trial are clustered with DBSCAN [34], which
determines the number of clusters automatically. Each detected cluster of frame
numbers is treated as one walking pass. DBSCAN also labels data points as noise if
they are too far from the core clusters. Any frames identified as noise are excluded
from the following calculations.
Dimension Reduction
The selected head and foot positions are now converted from 3D to 2D. The
original position vectors have coordinates (x, y, z), where x is along the walkway, y is
along the height of the person, and z is the depth. The positions are projected onto
the xz plane, and are then treated as new 2D vectors with coordinates (x, y), where
x is along the depth axis, and y is along the walkway.
Line of Best Fit
The general direction of the walking pass is used to determine the left and right
sides of the body. This direction is estimated by calculating the line of best fit of the
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2D head positions in the pass.
A line is defined by a position in space and a direction vector. The position defining
the line of best fit is the centroid of the head positions, pcentroid. The direction vector
vforward is obtained by applying principal component analysis on the set of head
positions [35].
Finally, to ensure that vforward is actually pointed in the forward walking direction,
we compute its dot product with the vector from the initial head position in the pass,
phead,i, to the final, phead,f .
p = (phead,f − phead,i) · vforward (5.5)
If the product p is negative, the direction of vforward is reversed.
Side Evaluation
A value vside is calculated for each frame in the walking pass. This value represents
the amount that pfoot,1 is left or right of pfoot,2 given the current walking direction.
The cross product of two vectors v1 and v2 is a vector perpendicular to both. If
v1 and v2 lie in the xy plane, their cross product will be directed along the z axis.
The direction of the cross product depends on the orientation of v1 relative to v2.
Therefore, the value vside is calculated as follows:
v2→1 = pfoot,1 − pfoot,2
vcross = v2→1 × vforward
vside = vcross[z]
(5.6)
If vside > 0, then pfoot,1 is to the right of pfoot,2 relative to the direction vector
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vforward. A foot further to the right will have a greater value of vside.
A simple method to assign sides would be to label pfoot,1 as the right foot on each
frame that vside is positive. However, if v2→1 moved slightly to the left of vforward on
a frame, then pfoot,1 would be incorrectly labelled as left, causing abrupt jumps in
the motions of the feet.
Instead, pfoot,1 and pfoot,2 are labelled as foot A and foot B by establishing a
motion correspondence over the whole walking pass. In essence, foot A refers to the
same actual foot on each frame and foot B refers to the other foot. Afterwards, feet
A and B are labelled as left and right.
Motion Correspondence
Let Pf be the matrix containing the two foot positions on frame f . A simple
calculation is used to link Pf to Pf+1. Let D be the 2×2 matrix of pairwise distances
between Pf and Pf+1. Dij is the distance from Pf [i] to Pf+1[j].
The selected assignment α is the one that minimizes the total distance travelled
by the feet from one frame to the next.
α = argmin (D00 + D11, D01 + D10) (5.7)
While α avoids sudden jumps in the foot positions, there is still a risk that the
tracking will switch when the feet come together. Therefore, the walking pass is
divided into contiguous sections of frames.
An approximately periodic signal is obtained by calculating the distance between
the two feet on each frame in the pass. A peak detection algorithm is run on this signal
to find the local minima. The signal and detected minima are shown in Figure 5.6.
The sections of the walking pass are the ranges of frames between the minima (there
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are n + 1 sections for n detected minima). A section represents a time period when
the feet are apart.





















Figure 5.6: Distance between feet during a walking pass. The vertical lines indicate
the local minima. The pass is split into the sections of frames between these minima.
For each section of the walking pass, foot A is initially assumed to be the left foot.
Equation (5.6) is computed on each frame in the section and the resulting vside values
are summed. If the sum is positive, foot A is instead labelled as the right foot for the
section.
5.3 Gait Analysis
The left and right feet have now been identified for each frame in the walking pass,
allowing for the calculation of gait parameters for both sides of the body. The left
and right foot positions are analyzed separately to determine their respective stance
and swing phases. Standard gait parameters are then calculated using these phases.
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5.3.1 Phase Detection
The stance and swing phases of a foot are identified by analyzing the motion of
the foot over time. The displacement of the foot is expected to be significantly greater
during the swing phases than during the stance phases.
The line of best fit from Section 5.2.6 is used to create a one-dimensional signal
for detecting the phases. As described above, the line is defined by a position pcentroid
and a vector vforward.
Vfoot is the set of vectors from pcentroid to all positions of one foot in the pass,
Pfoot.
Vfoot = Pfoot − pcentroid (5.8)
The signal Φ is found by taking the dot product of the direction vector vforward
with each vector in Vfoot. This transforms the vectors into one-dimensional values.
Φ = {vforward · v | v ∈ Vfoot } (5.9)
A sliding window is centred on each frame in the walking pass. The variance of Φ
values in the window is calculated for each frame. The variances are then clustered
with k-means, where k = 2. The cluster with the smaller mean value corresponds to
frames in the stance phase. The signal Φ and the result of the clustering are shown in
Figure 5.7. It is clear that the stance phases correspond to flat sections of the signal.
Some frames in a walking pass can be missing foot data, causing a null value in
the signal Φ. In these cases, the variance of neighbouring values in the sliding window
is still calculated and the variance is included in the clustering algorithm. Thus, the
blank frames can still be labelled as stance or swing.
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Figure 5.7: Signal Φ of one foot during a walking pass. The frames are labelled stance
and swing by clustering the local variance using k-means.
Finally, the detected stance phases are filtered to avoid false positives. Any stance
phase containing fewer than 10 non-blank frames is relabelled as a swing phase.
5.3.2 Gait Parameters
The PKMAS manual defines a stride as the first contact of one foot on the floor
to the proceeding first contact of the same foot. The other foot is in the stance phase
during this stride. Thus, stride i for foot a is defined by three positions: pa,i, pb,i,
and pa,i+1. Figure 5.8 illustrates the foot positions of a stride and the corresponding
spatial gait parameters. In this diagram, pa,i is right foot 1, pb,i is left foot 1, and
pa,i+1 is right foot 2.
The detected stance phases from Section 5.3.1 are used to estimate the positions
defining a stride. There is a signal Φ for the left foot and the right foot. The median
frame and foot position are calculated for each stance phase from the left and right
signals. The left and right stance phases are then grouped together and ordered by























Figure 5.8: Spatial gait parameters for right foot 1.
stance phases constitute a stride, where the three median positions are pa,i, pb,i, and
pa,i+1, respectively.
Table 5.1: Example of stance phases ordered by median frame (positions are not real
samples).
Median Frame Median Position Stance No. Side
88.0 (20, 0) 1 Right
95.5 (10, 50) 1 Left
113.0 (20, 100) 2 Right
127.5 (10, 150) 2 Left
The stride length is the distance from pa,i to pa,i+1.
lstride,a,i = ‖pa,i+1 − pa,i‖ (5.10)
The step length and stride width depend on pb,i,proj. This is the projection of pb,i
onto the line defined by pa,i and pa,i+1.
lstep,a,i = ‖pa,i+1 − pb,i,proj‖ (5.11)
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wstride,a,i = ‖pb,i − pb,i,proj‖ (5.12)
The first and last frames, Ffirst and Flast, are also recorded for each stance phase.
These approximate the first and last instances that the foot contacts the walkway.
The stride time is the time from the first contact of one foot to the following first
contact of the same foot. The difference of frames is divided by the frame rate in
frames per second, fps, to obtain a time in seconds. We use a frame rate of 30 frames





















These gait parameters are calculated for each stride in the walking pass and for
each pass in the trial.
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5.4 Experiments and Results
5.4.1 Datasets
The dataset used for gait analysis consists of 52 walking trials measured concur-
rently by a Zeno Walkway and Kinect v1 depth sensor. The trials were performed by
four participants, who completed 6, 14, 14, and 18 trials, respectively. Joint propos-
als were generated for each depth frame by the predictor originally developed in [27].
Our method for selecting joint proposals (Section 5.2) was applied to the frames con-
taining at least one proposal for each part type of interest (head, hip, thigh, knee,
calf, and foot). A total of 18219 frames were processed from the 52 trials.
Two additional walking trials were captured only by the Kinect in the same en-
vironment. The depth images of these trials have been manually labelled to obtain
ground truth part positions. Figure 5.9 shows a depth image and corresponding label
image from one of these trials. The human form in the depth image is segmented into
distinct body parts in the label image. Ground truth positions of body parts were
obtained by computing the median position of each segment of pixels, then convert-
ing from image coordinates to real world coordinates. The two trials encompass 581
frames that have both joint proposals and ground truth positions for the head and
two feet.
The method was implemented in Python on an Intel Core i5-8250U (1.60 GHz)
quad-core processor.
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(a) Depth image (b) Label image
Figure 5.9: Depth image and corresponding label image. The white dots indicate the
median positions of body part segments in the label image.
5.4.2 Pose Estimation
Length Estimation
Ground truth lengths were calculated from the two labelled trials by measuring
the lengths of body links on each frame for the left and right sides. The median
length of each body link was calculated over the whole trial (left and right values
were grouped together), resulting in five final lengths. Table 5.2 compares the ground
truth lengths to those estimated in Section 5.2.1. The relative error ranged from
−14 % to 15 %.
In the case of the 52 trials without ground truth positions, the length estimation
process can still be analyzed by grouping the trials by participant. Ideally, the esti-
mated lengths should remain constant over different trials with the same participant.
Table 5.3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the estimated lengths for each of
the four participants. The greatest standard deviations were 0.79 cm for head to hip,
0.61 cm hip to thigh, 0.88 cm thigh to knee, 0.79 cm knee to calf, and 0.55 cm calf to
foot.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of estimated and ground truth lengths.
Estimated Ground Truth Relative Error
Link Trial
Head → Hip 1 70.67 70.64 0.00
2 70.52 70.64 0.00
Hip → Thigh 1 18.47 19.47 -0.05
2 16.73 19.47 -0.14
Thigh → Knee 1 18.16 16.13 0.13
2 15.26 16.13 -0.05
Knee → Calf 1 26.24 22.90 0.15
2 25.66 22.90 0.12
Calf → Foot 1 24.48 23.58 0.04
2 22.63 23.58 -0.04
Table 5.3: Mean and standard deviation of estimated lengths grouped by participant.
Head → Hip Hip → Thigh Thigh → Knee Knee → Calf Calf → Foot
mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std
Participant
1 70.03 0.41 15.08 0.50 14.67 0.33 22.16 0.79 23.49 0.15
2 69.59 0.79 18.17 0.48 17.30 0.43 25.75 0.37 24.60 0.38
3 70.68 0.48 16.06 0.61 16.89 0.88 27.80 0.62 25.04 0.55
4 71.41 0.76 15.47 0.55 14.85 0.45 24.43 0.39 23.01 0.20
Head and Foot Selection
The head and two foot positions were selected on each frame before assigning
left/right sides to the feet (Section 5.2.4 and Section 5.2.5). The process was found
to run at approximately 200 frames per second.
We defined accuracy as the percentage of frames where the selected position is
within a distance D of the ground truth position. Following the convention of [25],
we set D = 10 cm. The selected head positions achieved an accuracy of 98 %.
In order to compare the two selected feet to the ground truth, the selected positions
were matched with the left and right truth positions by taking the pairing with the
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smaller total distance from matched to truth. Then, the left/right foot accuracy is
the percentage of frames where the left/right matched position is within the distance
D of the corresponding truth position. For a more challenging metric, we also found
the percentage of frames where both of the matched foot positions were within the
distance D of their corresponding truth positions.
The selected foot positions could only be as accurate as the available proposals
on a given frame. There can be frames where none of the proposals are within the
distance D of either truth position. For this reason, we also computed accuracies
using a modified truth. The left/right modified truth position was set as the proposal
closest to the left/right actual truth position.
The feet were selected using spheres of various radii (Section 5.2.4). Figure 5.10
shows the accuracy of both feet versus radii. Each radius r on the horizontal axis
indicates the range of radii {0, 1, . . . , r}. The accuracy improved significantly between
using a radius of 0 to using radii of 0 and 1. Only minute improvements were observed
afterwards.
The remaining results were calculated using radii of {0, 1, . . . 5}. The left/right ac-
curacies compared to ground truth were 80 % and 79 %, respectively, and the accuracy
of both was 62 %. The accuracies compared to the modified truth were significantly
higher, with 98 % for left and right, and 96 % for both (Table 5.4).
Table 5.4: Accuracy of selected feet matched with truth positions.
Left Right Both
Truth 0.80 0.79 0.62
Modified 0.98 0.98 0.96
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Figure 5.10: Accuracy of both selected foot positions compared to the radii used in
Section 5.2.4. A radius r on the x axis indicates that the radii {0, 1, . . . , r} were used.
The accuracy was calculated as the percentage of frames where both selected foot
positions were within the distance D of the corresponding truth positions.
Side Assignment
The selected foot positions were converted to 2D before being assigned left/right
labels (Section 5.2.6). The same conversion was applied to the ground truth and
modified truth positions. The assigned feet were directly compared to the truth
(no matching needed). The assigned feet achieved an accuracy of 76 % for both
feet compared to ground truth and 96 % for both feet compared to modified truth
(Table 5.5).
Table 5.5: Accuracy of feet after side assignment.
Left Right Both
Truth 0.88 0.87 0.76




Bland-Altman analysis [36] is a common technique to quantify the agreement
between two measurement devices. Given two sets of measurements XA and XB, the
differences XA−XB are computed. The bias of device A compared to device B is the
mean of these differences. The limits of agreement are defined as the bias ± 1.96σ,
where σ is the standard deviation of the differences. Assuming that the differences
are normally distributed, then 95 % of the differences are expected to lie between the
limits of agreement [37]. Thus, a narrow range between the limits indicates a strong
agreement.
In order to compare gait parameters with different magnitudes (e.g., stride length
and width), relative differences were computed instead of actual differences. The
relative difference between two measurements xA and xB was calculated as (xA −
xB)/mean(xA, xB).
Table 5.6 displays the bias and limits of agreement of gait parameters calculated
by our method when compared to the ground truth. Stride length had the lowest
bias (0.3 %), followed by stance percentage (0.6 %), step length (1.4 %), stride veloc-
ity (17.5 %), and stride width (40.2 %). Furthermore, stride length and step length
had the lowest range (8.0 %), followed by stance percentage (11.3 %), stride velocity
(27.4 %), and stride width (146.2 %). The results are visualized in Figure 5.11.
Intraclass Correlation
Interclass correlation coefficients, such as Pearson’s coefficient, quantify the cor-
relation between variables of different classes. By contrast, intraclass correlation
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Table 5.6: Bland-Altman analysis.
Bias Lower limit Upper limit Range
Stride Length 0.003 -0.037 0.043 0.080
Step Length 0.014 -0.026 0.054 0.080
Stride Width 0.402 -0.329 1.133 1.462
Stride Velocity 0.175 0.038 0.312 0.274
Stance Percentage 0.006 -0.051 0.062 0.113
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5.11: Comparison of gait parameters calculated by the Kinect and Zeno Walk-
way. The upper plots are Bland-Altman plots. The horizontal lines show the bias
and limits of agreement. The lower plots are direct comparisons of the values. The
diagonal line shows the ideal agreement. (a) Stride length. (b) Step length. (c) Stride
width. (d) Stride velocity. (e) Stance percentage.
coefficients (ICCs) quantify both the correlation and agreement between variables of
the same class [38]. We calculated ICCs of the form ICC2,1 and ICC3,1. The former
quantifies the absolute agreement between raters (the Kinect and Zeno Walkway),
and the latter quantifies consistency across the walking trials. The values can be
interpreted as poor (<0.4), fair to good (0.4–0.74), and excellent (>0.75) [23].
The two forms of ICC are reported in Table 5.7 for the gait parameters. Stride
length had the highest agreement (ICC2,1 = 0.991) followed by step length (0.985),
stance percentage (0.878), stride velocity (0.802), and stride width (0.617). Stride
and step length also had the highest consistencies across trials (ICC3,1 = 0.991 and
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0.990, respectively). While stance percentage had a greater agreement than stride
velocity, it had a lower consistency across trials (0.881 < 0.946). Stride width had
the lowest consistency (0.841).
Table 5.7: Intraclass correlation coefficients.
ICC2,1 ICC3,1
Stride Length 0.991 0.991
Step Length 0.985 0.990
Stride Width 0.617 0.841
Stride Velocity 0.802 0.946
Stance Percentage 0.878 0.881
5.5 Discussion
Our method calculates standard spatial and temporal gait parameters starting
with multiple joint proposals, which are generated from side-view depth images of
walking trials. We first estimate the lengths of rigid links between body parts by
examining the set of frames in a walking trial. These estimated lengths are used to
represent the joint proposals as a weighted graph. The shortest paths from head to
foot find combinations of body parts with lengths similar to the estimated lengths.
We employ a voting process to select the two shortest paths that best represent the
actual two sides of the body, in turn providing the best head and feet. The feet are
assigned to left/right sides using the direction of walking motion as defined by the
head. By examining the motion of the feet over time, the stance phases (when the
foot is contact with the floor) are detected. Gait parameters are calculated from the
positions and frames of these stance phases.
While only the foot positions were used in the gait parameter equations (Sec-
tion 5.3.2), the head positions were used to define the direction of walking motion
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(Section 5.2.6) due to their high accuracy, which was demonstrated in our previous
work [31] and again in Section 5.4.2. Future work could compare using the head as a
proxy for certain gait parameters (such as stride velocity) to the standard calculations
with the feet.
The method of finding shortest paths assumes that the lengths between parts
remain constant over the trial. While the head to hip is not a rigid link like the calf
to foot, we assume that the length does not greatly vary while walking upright.
The foot selection algorithm is designed to select a pair of paths that includes as
many joint proposals as possible in the corresponding spheres, provided that the links
between these proposals have positive scores. If the two feet were selected by simply
choosing the two paths with the lowest total weights, the selected proposals could
have both been generated from the same actual foot, while the other actual foot is
ignored. Instead, the selection of two feet that are far apart results in a higher total
score, provided that the links to these feet have overall positive scores.
The use of negative scores discourages the selection of a noisy foot proposal.
Consider the scenario where the two correct foot proposals are close together while
an incorrect proposal is far away. If the scores were restricted to positive values, the
algorithm would select the noisy foot proposal as the link to the proposals would have
a positive (albeit small) score, which still contributes to the total score. When the
score is negative, the noisy proposal causes a net decrease in the total score.
We compared the lengths estimated over the walking trial to ground truth lengths
from labelled trials and found close agreement. There was also little deviation in the
lengths within trials by the same participant.
We found that few radii were needed for the foot selection algorithm to achieve
a high accuracy. In fact, the addition of a single radius beyond zero caused the
majority of the improvement. While fair to good accuracies were achieved for the
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feet compared to ground truth, the accuracies were much higher when comparing to
a modified truth containing the best proposals available. The accuracy remained high
after assigning left/right sides to the feet. We conclude that the bottleneck of the
accuracy lies in the predictor generating joint proposals, not in the proposed method
to select feet.
The calculated gait parameters were compared to ground truth parameters from
the Zeno Walkway, a pressure-sensitive walkway used in clinical practice. We summa-
rize the results by ranking the parameters by descending accuracy: stride length and
step length (low bias, low variance), stance percentage (low bias, medium variance),
stride velocity (medium bias, medium variance), and stride width (high bias, high
variance). We hypothesize that the bias of stride velocity is mainly caused by using
an inaccurate frame rate. The actual frame rate of our Kinect device may be slightly
different than the theoretical rate of 30 frames per second. This would explain the
low bias in the stance percentage, since the frame rate is cancelled by dividing the
stance time by the stride time. The inaccuracy of stride width may be caused by the
measuring error in the depth sensor, which becomes significant for small distances.
The proposed method is designed for clinical walking trials on a walkway, and
relies on the consistency of these trials. For example, the feet can be projected onto
the xz plane because of the consistent perpendicular view of the camera. A more
general approach would be required for non-perpendicular views, such as estimating
the plane that best fits the walkway.
5.6 Conclusion
We have presented a new system for clinical gait analysis with a depth sensor from
a side view. The use of non-frontal depth sensors adds convenience to clinical trials
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and facilitates long term analysis. While researchers have previously investigated gait
analysis with non-frontal depth sensors, our contribution is the direct calculation of
standard gait parameters from individual foot positions.
We first select human joints from multiple proposals generated on depth images.
The selected foot joints are further analyzed to detect stance phases, which are used
to calculate five gait parameters (stride and step length, stride width, stride velocity,
and stance percentage). The results demonstrate that accurate positions are selected
from the available proposals. Using a pressure-sensitive walkway as ground truth,
we find that the large spatial gait parameters (stride and step length) are the most
reliable.
Possible extensions to our system include the use of other body parts to measure
novel gait parameters that are inaccessible to a pressure-sensitive walkway. In order
to track the upper body, our foot selection process could be applied to select the two
best hand proposals, by finding the shortest paths from the head to the hands. The
method could also be adapted into an online algorithm that continuously updates
estimates of the body lengths and walking direction, rather than calculating them
over the trial or walking pass.
In conclusion, we envision a vision-based system capable of measuring both stan-
dard and novel gait parameters from the full body, that can collect data conveniently
and unobtrusively for clinical purposes.
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As stated in Section 1.2, this thesis makes four main contributions:
1. A novel graph representation of a human depth image that improves the super-
vised segmentation of body parts.
This is described in Chapter 2.
2. A method of selecting accurate human joints from multiple proposals.
The method is introduced in Chapter 3 and finalized in Chapter 5.
3. A method to calculate standard gait parameters from individual body parts with
a side-view depth sensor.
The method is introduced in Chapter 4 and finalized in Chapter 5.
4. Concurrent validation of our gait analysis compared to the Zeno Walkway.
Chapter 4 presents preliminary results on 8 walking trials, and Chapter 5
presents results on the full dataset of 52 trials.
The objective of Chapter 2 is to improve the supervised segmentation of human
body parts in a depth image. While there are several established algorithms for
supervised image segmentation, the task becomes more difficult when there is self-
occlusion (i.e., some body parts occluding others). Standard algorithms represent
the image as a graph with vertices for pixels and edges between adjacent pixels. An
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occlusive limb can cause a boundary that is represented as large weights in the graph.
This means that more seed pixels are needed for proper segmentation, rather than
one seed per body part. Our solution is to create separate layers of the graph for
the arms, which are connected to the base graph only near the shoulder. Then, a
standard segmentation algorithm is run on this layered graph. We demonstrate that
our approach achieves better results when compared to a normal graph representation.
In Chapter 3, we track a walking human from depth images. We propose a method
to select accurate human joints from the multiple proposals generated by a trained
predictor. Joint proposals are represented as two graphs – one for left parts and one
for right. Edges are connected between consecutive pairs of parts from head to foot.
The shortest path is selected based on kinematic predictions from previous frames.
Our method achieves a better accuracy than what is obtained by selecting proposals
with the highest predictor confidence.
Chapter 4 builds upon the tracking in Chapter 3 to perform gait analysis. Four
gait parameters are calculated: stride length, step length, stride width, and stride
velocity. The relevant foot positions are found by detecting peaks in the foot-to-foot
distance signal. Gait parameters are calculated without regard for left and right sides.
Walking trials were captured concurrently by a Zeno Walkway and a Kinect. It was
assumed that each trial contained four walking passes, so the passes were identified
by clustering frames with k-means, where k = 4. Our gait parameters were compared
to the ground truth from the Zeno Walkway. Stride velocity had the best agreement
between the two devices. While the stride and step length had a high correlation,
they also had a negative bias compared to the ground truth. The stride width had
the lowest agreement.
Chapter 5 improves upon the methods of both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In
this implementation, the initial left/right distinction between joint proposals is dis-
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regarded (removing the possibility of only left proposals being available for an actual
right joint, and vice versa). The lengths of the body are estimated by measuring
lengths between proposals across the whole walking trial, and by making assump-
tions on the expected distribution of these lengths. Afterwards, the best head and
foot positions are selected on each frame without the use of previous frames.
The selected head positions in a walking pass define a general direction of motion
for the pass, which is used to assign left/right sides to the feet. The assumption that
each walking trial contains four passes is no longer used, as some walking trials were
found to contain a different number of passes. Therefore, the passes are clustered
with DBSCAN, which determines the number of clusters automatically, rather than
k-means from Chapter 3.
The motions of the selected feet are analyzed to identify stance and swing phases.
Stance percentage is calculated along with the four parameters from Chapter 4, and
the parameters are now specific to a left and right side (e.g., right stride length).
Stride and step length were found to have the strongest agreement with the ground
truth. While not mentioned in the paper, the cause of the negative bias in Chapter 4
was identified as a camera calibration issue.
The Spearman correlation from Chapter 4 was replaced by ICCs in Chapter 5.
While Spearman is only a measure of correlation, the ICCs have the added benefit of
quantifying both correlation and agreement between measuring devices, and reliability
across trials.
6.2 Publications
The following is a list of publications produced during this degree:
• Conference papers
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– A. Hynes and S. Czarnuch, “Combinatorial optimization for human body
tracking,” in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Proceedings of the In-
ternational Symposium on Visual Computing, Las Vegas, NV, 2016.
– A. Hynes and S. Czarnuch, “Building a feature vector for assessing the
gait of persons with multiple sclerosis,” presented at the Newfoundland
Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference, IEEE, Newfoundland
and Labrador Section, St. John’s, NL, 2016.
– A. Hynes, M. C. Kirkland, M. Ploughman, and S. Czarnuch, “Comparing
the gait analysis of a Kinect system to the Zeno Walkway: Preliminary re-
sults,” presented at the Newfoundland Electrical and Computer Engineer-
ing Conference, IEEE, Newfoundland and Labrador Section, St. John’s,
NL, 2017.
• Conference posters
– A. Hynes and S. Czarnuch, “Assessing the gait of people with multiple
sclerosis using 3D motion tracking: toward objective outcome measures,”
in Americas Committee for Treatment and Research in Multiple Sclerosis
(ACTRIMS), Orlando, FL, 2017.
– S. Czarnuch, A. Hynes, and H. Crichton, “The state of the art of tech-
nologies for the assessment of gait in multiple sclerosis: Filling the gap,”
presented at the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) Annual Meeting,
Boston, MA, 2017.
• Journal articles
– A. Hynes and S. Czarnuch, “Human part segmentation in depth images
with annotated part positions,” Sensors, vol. 18, p. 15, 2018.
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– A. Hynes, S. Czarnuch, M. C. Kirkland, and M. Ploughman, “Gait anal-
ysis with a side-view depth sensor via optimal selection of human joint
proposals,” IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, 2019 (to be
submitted).
6.3 Future Works
Chapter 2 presents a method for labelling human body parts using only one seed
pixel per part. However, because there were already two walking trials that were
fully labelled, this labelling method was not used on the walking trials. Future work
should investigate the use of our segmentation system on side-view depth images of
the full human body. Then, more training images can be quickly obtained.
The overall pipeline could include these steps:
1. Capture raw depth images of a walking person
2. Train a predictor on images labelled by our supervised segmentation technique
3. Run the predictor on new depth images to generate joint proposals
4. Employ the system presented in Chapter 5 to select accurate joints and calculate
gait parameters
By capturing depth images from multiple views, the predictor could be trained to
generate joint proposals from any view of the human body. Our gait analysis system
can also be improved to function from any viewpoint. Furthermore, additional gait
parameters can be calculated from the full human body, such as arm velocity and
angles between limbs. A future system could calculate accurate gait parameters
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directly from individual joints measured with an in-home, environmentally-mounted
depth sensor.
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